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ABSTRACT
i

,

*
| The CRAC2 computer code is a revised version of CRAC
! (galculation of Reactor Accipent Consequences) which was

developed for the Reactor Safety Study. This document provides.

an overview of the CRAC2 code and a description of each of the
i models used. Significant improvements incorporated into CRAC2

include an improved weather sequence sampling technique, a new
evacuation model, and new output capabilities. In addition,
refinements have been made to the atmospheric transport and

| deposition model. Details of the modeling differences between
CRAC2 and CRAC are emphasized in the model descriptions.
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Foreword

CRAC2 is a revised version of the CRAC (Galculation of
, Reactor Accident gonsequences) code developed in support of the

Reactor Safety Study [1]. The need for more realistic conse-
quence ostimation techniques to be.used for such, purposes as.

site evaluation, emergency planning and response., and general
risk assessment' has guided the development of CRAC2. Sandia
National Laboratories has corrected known errors and has made
additional changes to the CRAC code. These changes include the
introduction of (1) an improved weather sequence sampling tech-
nique. (2)~a new evacuation model, and (3) new output capabili-~

ties: sud modification of-the (1) atmospheric dispersion model,
(2) plume rise model, (3) precipitation scavenging model, and
(4) mixing height model. In addition, data utilized by some of
the nodels have been upgraded: (1) latent cancer fatality risk
factors have been changed to reflect the lifetime risk of latent
cancer from radiation exposure; and (2) economic data have been
upgraded to reflect 1980 economic statistics for the United
States.

The CRAC2 code has retained'the organi:ation, structure, and
analytical capabilities of-CRAC, but the added capabilities of
the CRAC2 code dictated an updated set of documentation to guide
its appli:ation and use. This model description is one of two'

documents.publ,ished to facilitate the informed and intelligent
use of CRAC2'and is intended as a detailed description of'CRAC2
and its models. It includes an ove'rview of the CRAC2 codetand
descriptions of each model of the;CRAC2 code, with emphasis on
the details of the modeling changes that were made in CRAC to
produce:CRAC2. A guide to the use of the CRAC2 code can be
found in the CRAC2 User's Guide [2].;

' References

1. WASH-1400 (1975).. Reactor Safety Study. Appendix VI:
Calculation of Rea'ctor Accident Consequences, NUREG 75/014,
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

'

2. Ritchie, L. T., Johnson, J. D. dnd Blond, R. M. (1983),
Calculations of Reactor Accidept Ac_cident Consequences.

| Version 2. CR&g2. Conputer Code User's Guide, NUREG/CR-2326,
SAND 81-1994, Sandia National Laboratories.
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1. Introduction

The Reactor Safety Study was the first comprehensive assess-
ment of the consequences and risks to society from potential*

accidents at nuclear power plants. As a part of that study, the
CRAC computer code was developed to estimate the public conse-

.

quences of releases of radioactive material to the atmosphere.
More specifically, CRAC was designed to assess the aggregate
societal risk from potential accidents at generic reactor sites.
The application of CRAC to an increasing variety of problems
prompted improvements in its modeling capabilities. The CRAC2
code grew out of this desire to provide an improved, more real-
istic consequence model that was better suited to these appli-

,

cations. CRAC2 was designed as a revision of CRAC, retaining'

the organization, structure, and analytical capabilities of
CRAC, but enhanced by refinements to some of the original models
and introduction of some new models and modeling techniques.

This document describes the CRAC2 code and its relationship
to CRAC. Because CRAC2 is a modification of CRAC and many
models found in the two codes correspond identically, documen-
tation on CRAC will frequently be referred to. In particular,
frequent references will be made to Appendix VI of the Reactor
Safety Study (1) where the CRAC models were originally de-
scribed.

An overview of the CRAC2 code is given in Section 2. Sec-
tion 3 consists of descriptions of each model of the CRAC2 code,
with particular emphasis placed on the changes that distinguish
CRAC2 from CRAC. Appendix A describes the implementation of the
CRAC2 models within the CRAC2 computer code, and contains a
description of the purpose and flow of each CRAC2 subroutine.
Appendix B contains a tabular description of the models utilized
in CRAC2 and serves as a quick reference for these models.

References for Section 1

1. WASH-1400 (1975), Reactor Safety Study. Appendix VI:
Calculation of Reactor Accident Consequences, NUREG 75/014,
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

|

*
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2. CRAC2 Code Overview

The CRAC2 code consists of a sequence of mathematical and
* statistical models which represent the radioactive material

immediately after release from containment, the movement of the
material as it disperses downwind of the plant, the deposition.

of the radioactive material onto the ground, and the effects of
the airborne and deposited material on man and his environment.
The types of consequences calculated by CRAC2 include early and -

continuing somatic effects. late somatic effectc (cancers),
genetic effects, and economic impacts. The sequence of models
that constitute the CRAC2 code are shown schematically in Figure
2-1.

.. .....

l
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Figure 2-1 Schematic Outline
of the CRAC2 Model
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Data which must be supplied to the code include a descrip-
tion of the releases of radioactive material (source term) and'

the meteorological conditions to be considered. The weather *

conditions during and immediately following the release are
treated stochastically. That is, given a source term, the maq-
nitude of consequences are estimated for a variety of meteoro- ,

logical conditions and wind directions, with associated proba-
bilities based on observed meteorological statistics. Thus, the
results obtained from the calculations are probabilistic in
nature, reflecting the probabilities associated with the acci-
dent occurring, the wind direction, and the weather conditions.
The distribution of calculated consequences and associated
probabilities are presented in the form of complementary cumu-
lative distribution functions (CCDFs). In addition, the
expected (or mean) value of the CCDF is calculated.

The first step in a consequence analysis is the calculation
of the atmospheric transport, dispersion, and deposition of the
released material. To reflect the dependence of the transport
and dispersion process on the weather conditions, representa-
tive sets of weather sequences are selected from one year of,

hourly meteorological observations. Several methods are avail-able to select the weather sequences to be analyzed. The goalis to realistically represent the full range of possible weather
conditions at a particular site. For each source term and
meteorological sequence, the temporally and spatially-dependent
airborne concentration and ground contamination are calculated
for each radionuclide. The atmospheric transport and dispersionof the plume is modeled with a Gaussian-plume formulation util-
izing the well known Pasquill-Gifford parameterization of
atmospheric dispersion. The sequence of hourly recordings is
used to account for changing weather condition; i.e., wind
speed, atmospheric stability, and precipitation may changeduring plume passage. The wind direction, however, is assumed
to be invariant during and following release and wind shear
offects are not considered.

As the plume of radioactive material travels downwind of the
reactor, material-is removed from the plume and deposited on the
ground by both wet and dry deposition. These deposition pro-
cesses are nuclide dependent. Dry deposition is modeled usinq! a deposition velocity. Wet deposition is modeled using a simple
exponential removal rate that is dependent on the rain rate and
the thermal stability. In addition to the deposition, radio-
cctive decay, including the buildup of any daughter products,is modeled.

Next, the potential radiation doses that individuals and .

populations could receive from the released radioactive material
are evaluated. The radiation exposures are divided into two *

categories: early exposure, which occurs during and. shortly

2-2
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after plume passage, and chronic exposure, which occurs over a
longer time period. Three early exposare pathways are consid-
ered in CRAC2: 1) direct irradiation by the passing cloud
(cloudshine), 2) exposure from inhaled radionuclides, and 3)*

exposure to radioactive material deposited on the ground
(groundshine). The chronic exposure pathways include: 1) long-

,

term groundshine, 2) inhalation of resuspended particles, and
3) ingestion of contaminated foods. Dose-mitigating actions to
reduce both immediate and long-term exposures are included in
CRAC2. Measures to reduce immediate exposure include evacua-
tion, sheltering, and relocation. Long-term measures include
interdiction of land and food, relocation, and decontamination.

Once the radiation doses to individuals have been evaluated,
the magnitude of health effects and economic consequences are
calculated. The number of health effects depends on the assumed
population distribution. To reflect the impact of wind direc-
tion, these calculations are done for each of the specified wind
rose directions. The health effects considered include early
deaths, early injuries, thyroid effects, latent cancer fatali-
ties, and genetic effects. The offsite economic consequences
include costs of interdicting land and crops, emergency response
costs, and the cost of decontamination.

In addition to the numbers of each consequence, CRAC2 can
produce as output the distribution of doses as a function of
time and distance, the largest distance at which certain conse-
quences occur, and the individual risk of certain consequences
as a function of distance.

l

.

.
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3. CRAC2 Model Descriptions
|

The CRAC2 code consists of the sequence of models shown in'

*
Figure 2-1. Six discussion topics have been selected to
represent this sequence of models:

.

1) The Weather Sequence Sampling Method;

2) The Atmospheric Dispersion Model;

3) The Docimetry Model;

4) The Emergency Response Model;

5) The Health Effects Model;

6) The Economic Effects Model.

The following descriptions of the models of the CRAC2 code are
in terms of these topics.

.

d
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| 3.1 Weather-Sequence Sampling Method
.

The atmospheric dispersion of radioactive material from a +
i postulated accident dependsoon the weather from the start of

the accident through a period of tens to hundreds of hours
following the accident. The character of the accident together *

with the weather coincident with and immediately following the
accident determines the transport and dispersion process that
follows, and thus, the magnitude of the consequences that will
result. Since the weather that could occur coincident with the
accident is diverse, representative weather data sequences are,

selected as input to the dispersion model to reflect the depen-
dence of the transport and dispersion process on the site wea-
ther. The selection process is done by means of sampling tech-
niques from a full year of hourly. weather data characteristic_

of the plant site. The CRAC2 model allows a choice between four
t

sampling' techniques: (1) random sampling: (2) stratified ran-
dom sampling: (3) stratified sampling; and (4) importance
sampling.* Whatever sampling technique is chosen, the goal is
to realistically represent the distribution of dispersion modeli

results as a function of the site characteristic weather.
The first three of these sampling methods were included in

the original CRAC model. A description of these three methods
can be found in Section 13 of Appendix VI of the Reactor Safety
Study [1]. The sampling method recommended for use in CRAC, and ,

used in most CRAC applications, is_the stratifiedLsampling
method. The stratified sampling method ensures a complete

! coverage of diurnal, seasonal, and four day cycles without the'

statistical noise of methods that utilize random sampling [1].
|- Sensitivity studies performed using CRAC indicate considerable

variability in predicted results attributable to sampling by;

this method, however [2]. The importance sampling method,

; available in CRAC2 greatly reduces the variability due to
sampling observed with any of these three other techniques.,

I
! The basis of the importance sampling method is an initial '

assessment of the full set of hourly weather data. This initial
| assessment provides information about the types of weather
j sequences contained in the data and the frequency of these wea-

ther types. With this information, weather sequences can bet

sampled to reflect the full year's weather data. ~This ensures.
representation of each type of weather sequence,-those important
to realistic representation of the weather data set.: and those
important to the occurrence of the most se'rious accident conse-
quences.

..

*The sampling methods described in this section are implemented *

in subroutines ~BINMET_and RANBIN and parts of MAIN'and DAMAGE.

3-2
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The weather data assessment is done by sorting it into
I weather categories, categories that provide a realistic
| representation of the year's weather.without overlooking those

*
kinds of weather that are instrumental in producing major
consequence impacts. A set of 29 weather categories has been
selected for the CRAC2 model to reflect these requirements.

, ,

!
Heuristic judgment played a significant role in the choice

.
of the 29 categories into which the data is sorted. Experience

J with the CRAC model revealed the impact of weather events on
the consequence magnitudes resulting from the accident. Given:

! a postulated large accident, large numbers of early deaths and
injuries are normally associated with relatively low probability
weather events such as rainfall or wind speed slowdowns within1

| 30 miles of the plant site or with stable weather and moderate
wind speeds at the start of the release. In CRAC2 these weather,

data types have been selected to be among the 29 categories
utilized in the assessment process.

The 29 categories are described in Table 3.1-1. An example
of weather data sorted into these categories is shown in Table.

i 3.1-2. The weather data for this example represent one year of
meteorological data for the City of New York. The entire year
of data, 8760 hourly recordings, are sorted into the 29 weather
categories. Each sequence is examined to determine (1) the
first occurrence of rain within 30 miles of the site, or (2)
the first occurrence of a wind speed slowdown within 30 miles

i of the accident site, or (3) the stability category and wind
speed at the start of the sequence. The first of these condi-

| tions that is satisfied by the sequence determines the weather
category to which it is assigned. Following the assessment
process, the start hour of each weather sequence will have been,

'

assigned to one and only one weather category. Each of the
weather categories then includes a set of weather sequences
representing the corresponding weather type. The probability
of occurrence of that weather type is the ratio of the total
number of weather sequences in the category to the total number
of sequences in the year's weather data set.

The sampling procedure now has two key items of information
available to it: (1) the category of each weather sequence, and
(2) the. probability of occurrence of each category of weather.
A sample consists of a set of weather sequences selected from
each of the categories. Normally, four sequences are selected
from each category by the " Latin.hypercube" sampling scheme
[3]. With this sampling method, random samples are drawn from

. '
sets evenly spaced within the weather-category. This assures
that the model uses an even representation of the weather data

j over the full year. Assume that a weather category contains Ng
| weather sequences and that K of the sequences are to be, g
| selected as samples. 0<K 1N . The N weather sequencesg g g
! are then grouped into K evenly spaced sets, S Sg 1, g.....

i

3-3
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Set _S) contains

. . _ -

fN \ fN \ * *
g $j g- - ( 3-1) i

N) N g-) '

. . - -

weather sequences **. One weather sequence is then randomly
selected from each set. Since the total number of weather
sequences selected from category i would be K , the totalg
number of sequences selected from all 29 of the categories
would be

29
}] Kg
i=1

The assigned probability for a meteorological sequence sampled
from category 1 would be

N Kgf g
29

)) i

i=1

* Tine notation - -

3 _i

~ fy
~ integercontainedinthenumberj'g).Lmeans the largest

Y**Since the N weather sequences of category i have a natural orderg

determined by the initial time of each of the weather sequences,
the evenly spaced sets S 1, ..., Sg are ordered; i.e., Siconsists of he first ,:N /K j ele nts of category 1, S nsistsg $ 2 .

of the next 2(N /K ) - N /K elements of category i,-and sog g g g
on.

.
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Consider a simple example. Let category i contain 10 weather
sequences from which four are to be sampled. Then Ng = 10
Kg = 4, and S contains two sequences, S contains threey 2
sequences, S contains two sequer.ces, and S contains three

3 4.

sequences. One sequence is tardomly drawn from each set S),
j = 1, ... 4, as in the figure below.

.

dho nh.en v iw = w|o an, yn wnw n a n n| n w,
8S S3 4S1 2

The assigned probability for a sequence chosen from this

10/4,
category would be since CRAC2 requires the year's,

8760

weather data to contain 8760 sequences.

The technique of importance sampling described here selects
weather sequences that accurately represent the range of weather
sequences in the weather data and their probability of occur-
rence, and assures selection of sequences that yield severe
consequences. The inclusion of these severe accident conse-
quences and of weather sequence probabilities representing each
category is key in the realistic representation of the proba-
bility distribution function of consequences. The technique is
simple and does not require significant additional computation
time compared to other sanpling methods.

References for Section 3.1

1. WASH-1400 (1975), Reactor Safety Study, Appendix VI:
Calculation of Reactor Accident Consequences, NUREG75/014,
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

2. Ritchie, L. T. Aldrich. D. C. and Blond, R. M. (1981),,

" Weather Sequence Sampling for Risk Calculations,"
Transactions of the American Nuclear Society, Vol. 38.

3. Iman, R. L. and Conover, W. J. (1982). Short Course on
Sensitivity Analysis Techniques. NUREG/CR-2350, SAND 81-1978.
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TABLE 3.1-1

Weather Category Descriptions

Description of Description of
Category Weather sequences Category Weather Sequences
umsber notation in the Category N unbe r Notation in the Category

1 3(0) Reinfa!! at the site 15 D1 Initial stability category De with
initial wandepeed <1 es*1

2 R(0,5) First occurrence of reinfell in the
interval (0,5) elles from the ette 16 D2 Initial stability category D, {ith

2 315,10) First occurrence of rainfall in the
interval 15,10) miles from the site 17 D3 Initial stability category D, ytth

initial windepeed 2 to 3 es*=
4 a(10,15) First occurrence of reinf alt in the

inter =al (10.15) miles f rom the site 10 D4 Initial stability category D, with
inattel windepeed 3 to 5 me*1

5 R(15,20) First occurrence of rainfall in the
interval (15,20) miles from tne site 19 D5 Initial stability category D, with

initial kindepeed 75 me*1
6 3128,25) First occurrence of rainf all in the

interval (20,25) miles f rom the site 20 El Inittet etability category B, with
initial windepeed 41 es*1

7 R(25,30) First occurrence of reinfall in the
interval (25,30) m!!es from the ette 21 E2 Initial stab!!!ty category 5, ylth

LJ initial windepeed 1 to 2 es*=
G 3(0,10) First occurrence of a windepeed

I slowdown * in the interval (0,10) 22 E3 Initial stabi!!ty category 3, withCh
miles from the alte initial windepeed 2 to 3 es*1

9 S(10,15) First occurrence of a windepeed 23 E4 Initial stability category B, ytthslowdown in the interva! 810,15) initial wandepeed 3 to 5 me*a
o!!es from the site

24 ES Initial stabt!!ty category B, with
le S(15,20) First occurrence of windepeed initial windepeed *5 es*1

i elowdown in the interval (15,20)

j. alles from the site 25 F1 Initial stab!!!ty category F, with
inattel windepeed el me*

11 S(20,25) First occorrence of windepeed .

slowdown in the interval (20,25) 26 F2 Initial stability category F {ithalles from the site initial windepeed 1 to 2 me*

12 S(25,30) First occurrence of windepeed 27 F3 Initial steht!!ty category F, ylthslowdown in the interval (25,30) inittel windepeed 2 to 3 me**
miles from the ette

! 28 F4 Initial stabt!!ty category F, ylthI . 12 C3 Inittel etability category A, 5 or C, initial wtadopeed 3 to 5 se**
| with inittel windepeed <3 as*1
[ 29 F5 Initial stability category F, with
| 14 C4 Initial etability category A B er C initial windepeed *5 me*1
; with inittet windepeed *3 so*1

*Windepeed slowdown is defined to be windepeede greater than
3me*1 decreasing to less then 2me-1

, , * *
|
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TABLE 3.1-2

One Year of New York City Meteorological Data
Summarized Using the Weather Bin Categories

Weather Bin Definitions

R - Rain starting within indicated interval (miles).
S - Slowdown occurring within indicated interval

(miles).
A-C D E F - Stability categories.

1(0-1). 2(1-2). 3(2-3). 4(3-5), 5(GT 5) - Wind Speed intervals
(m/s).

Number of
Weather Bin Secuences Percent

1R (0) 697 7.96
2R (0-5) 12 .14
3R (5-10) 62 .71
4R (10-15) 102 1.16
5 R (15-20) 75 .86
6 R (20-25) 67 .76
7R (25-30) 61 .70
8S (0-10) 24 .27
9S (10-15) 16 .18

10 S (15-20) 18 .21
11 S (20-25) 14 .16
12 S (25-30) 18 .21
13 C 3 168 1.92
14 C 4 892 10.16
15 D 1 0 0.00
16 D 2 61 .70
17 D 3 226 2.58
18 D 4 948 10.82
19 D 5 3325 37.96
20 E 1 0 0.00
21 E 2 27 .31
22 E 3 167 1,91
23 E 4 682 7.79
24 E 5 270 3.08
25 F 1 0 0.00
26 F 2 116 1.32
27 F 3 310 3.54
28 F 4 402 4.59
29 F 5 0 0.00

8760 100.00

.

e
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3.2 The Atmospheric Dispersion Model

The atmospheric transport and dispersion model used in CRAC2
* '

is similar to that used in CRAC [1]. This section will provide
a brief outline of the model,* highlighting the differences
between CRAC2 and CRAC. .

The transport and dispersion model is based on a standard
Gaussian-plume formulation [2]. Assuming the material is
reflected at the ground, the ground-level, time-integrated
concentration for a source of strength Q is given by

)O ~Y -h
x(x,y,0) -

_
exp +

2 2c 2(g)troy (x)o (x)u 2cy (x)g g

where c (x) and a (x), the standard deviations of the crosswindy z
and vertical distributions, respectively, are functions of the
downwind distance, x. u is the mean wind speed, and h is the
source release height. If Q is in curies, the units of x are

3Ci-sec/m . In CRAC2 and CRAC, equation (1) is simplified by
| replacing the Gaussian crosswind profile (y direction) with a
| rectangular (or " top hat") function of width 3 oy; i.e., in

equation (1) the term

1 -Yexp (2)2M o (x) 2ay (g)y

|

is replaced by 1/(3c (x)). With this substitution, equationy
(1) becomes

)O -h
| x(x,0) ,,p (3)

fMOy(X)dz(x)u 20 2{x)

~

* The models of transport, dispersion, and deposition
described in this section are' implemented in. subroutines
SPADAT, DISP and ACTIVE. .

3-8
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The top-hat function which replaces the Gaussian crosswind
profile is shown in Figure 3.2-1. The amplitude of the top hat
is 0.836 of the Gaussian peak; however, the area under the top
hat curve is identical to the area under the Gaussian crosswind*

profile.

For each start-hour selected by the meteorological sampling'

technique, the CRAC2 dispersion model uses the subsequent mete-
orological conditions to predict the dispersion and transport
of the released cloud of radioactive material. The sequence of
hourly recordings is used to account for changing weather con-
ditions; i.e., wind speed, atmospheric stability, and precipi-
tation may change during plume passage. The wind direction,
however, is assumed to be invariant during and following the
release.

Based on the windspeed in each hour, the stability, wind-
speed, and accumulated precipitation are assigned to all spatial
intervals which the plume passes during the hour. If the wind-
speed for an hour is not sufficient for the plume to fully
traverse an interval, the windspeed, stability and accumulated
precipitation are averaged for all hours the plume is within
that interval (the average of A and C stability is B, of A and

B is B).

Values of oy(x) and oz(x) are calculated for each spatial
interval using Pasquill-Gifford curves as provided in Turner
[2]. The empirical, best-fit functions for the curves given by
Martin and Tikvart [3] are used. Successive growth rates of
oy(x) and oz(x) for each spatial interval are estimated from
the value in the previous spatial interval by calculating the
virtual-source distance at the current stability class necessary
to give that value, and extrapolating growth to the end of the
current spatial interval. A modification of the vertical dis
persion parameters (oz) for surface roughness was incorporated
in CRAC2. The Pasquill-Gifford curves are appropriate for a
surface roughness of about 3 cm (short grass). However, a more

typical value for the United States is 10 cm (crops, bushes,
etc). The parameterization of oz incorporated in CRAC2
includes the following surface roughness correction recommended
by an AMS workshop [4]:

|

Il0cm\ *

CRAC2 *P-G 3cm j2

| .

| Modifications of equation (3) are incorporated in CRAC2 to
account for the effects of: (1) radioactive decay, (2) duration-

i

l

!
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Figure 3.2-1. Comparison of a Gaussian Distribution and -

the Top-Hat Cross Plume Concentration
Distribution Used in CRAC2 and CRAC
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of release, (3) mixing layer depth, (4) dry and wet removal
processes. (5) building wake, and (6) plume rise caused by
sensible heat buoyancy. The implementation of these modifi-
cations is as follows.*

'

3.2.1 Radioactive Decay

The radioactive decay of each isotope during downwind
transport, including build-up of any daughter products, is
evaluated using standard formulae, e.g.,

[ -)
Q(x) = Q expl - 1x/u'

| ,

N )
where K is the radioactive decay constant.

3.2.2 Duration of Release

The standard Pasquill-Gifford curves are appropriate for a
release duration of 3 minutes. To account for meander of the
plume for releases of longer duration, the horizontal dispersion
parameter (c ) is increased according to the formula recommendedy
by Gifford [5]. For a release duration of T minutes

I T IO
"y(T) " "y(3 minutes)1

3 min /
I *

\

where Q = 0.2 when 3 < T s 60 minutes and Q = 0.25 when 60 < T
s 600 minutes. Releases of duration greater than 600 minutes
(10 hours) are treated as 10 hour releases.

3.2.3 Mixing Layer Depth

A limit is imposed on the expansion of o by the existancez
of a mixing layer of depth L. For unstable and neutral condi-
tions a seasonal mixing height (included at the end of the
meteorological data file) is used. The Pasquill-Gifford expan-
sion is used until o reaches a value of 0.465 L (at a distanceg

of x = xt). Beyond xL, a expands linearly to a distance of.z
2xL and a value of o (2xt) = 0.8 L. Further growth of oz isz
capped at 0.8 L. Limiting the growth of o to 0.8 L approxi-z
mates at ground level the concentration of a uniform vertical.

profile. For stable conditions (E and F stability), the inver-
sion layer is ground based and no mixing depth is assumed in

* CRAC2. If, as a result of a change in stability during plume
travel, a exceeds 0.8 L, og is held constant.z

|

:
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3.2.4 Dry and Wet Removal Processes
,

Deposition of each isotope-by dry and wet removal is calcu-
lated by the source depletion method [6]. The rate that mate-

*

rial.is deposited on the ground by dry deposition is given by
.

!
,j,, )Air ConcentrationFlux to Ground (Ci/m -sec) y=

((Ci/m) j

where vd is the deposition velocity.

In CRAC2, the fraction of each isotope removed in a spatial
interval by dry deposition is approximated by

i

Y D
d i

fd*h *

eff

where vd is the deposition velocity of the isotope, ti is the
time required for the plume front to traverse the interval, and
hegg is the effective plume height:

1/2 [ \'

1 .

x(z)dz = {fv3 h
h,gg gg) j' z(X) eXp-

I o

2a,2(x)o (/

;

CRAC2 incorporates an improved model of wet deposition
(washout) which is dependent on rainfall rate. The fraction of

| cach isotope removed by wet removal (washout) is given by
i

f 1 - exp (-A t g).=
y

A is the washout coefficient and is defined to be

A = CR ,

.

where R is the amount of observed rain in the spatial interval
(mm) and C is 10-3 (1/mm-sec) for unstable and neutral condi-
tions and 10-4 (1/mm-sec) for stable conditions. Alternatively, ' -

| the original CRAC model which uses a single rain rate (0.5 mm/hr)

|

I
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may be used. Both vd and A are generally assumed to be zero
for noble gases.

3.2.5 Building Wake Effects

| To account for the wake effect of a reactor building of.

! height A and width W, the initial plume dispersion parameters
1/3 W and az = 1/2.15 A. These values

are initialized to oy =h of the plume (3ay)correspond to the widt being equal to the
building width and the concentration of the plume at the build-
ing top being one-tenth of the centerline value. In addition,
if the release height (h) is less than A, h is set equal to
zero. A " virtual source" approach is used to calculate the
distance to the virtual origin.

3.2.6 Plume Rise

In CRAC2 the calculation of buoyant plume rise is made using
the updated methods summarized by Briggs (7]. For stable con-
ditions, the following formula is used for the final plume
centerline height

hfinal = 2.6 (3.7 x 10~ Q /( .s))1 3 +h ,H

where QH is the sensible heat release rate (cal /sec), u is
the average wind speed, and s is a stability parameter

s = E E* secp2
,

T az

there g is 9.81 m/sec2, T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin,
e is the potential temperature in degrees Kelvin, and 2 is the

height in meters. The stability parameter s is equal to 8.7 x
10- for E stability and 1.75 x 10-3 for F stability.

For neutral or unstable conditions, the following relation is
used:

h y = 1.6 (3.7 x 10~ QH (x* ))
~

+hugg .

-5
where x* - 2.08 (3.7 x 10 O) (h)3/5-

H
,

l

.
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At a distance of 5x* the maximum plume rise is set equal to
58.6/25 of the height at x*. The centerline plume rise at the
midpoint of.each spatial interval is determined by linearly
interpolating the height between the origin and x* and between -

x* and 5x*. Generally, the final plume height is reached within
about 1 km.

.
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3.3 Dosimetry Model
!-

The calculation of radiation doses in CRAC2 is divided into
two categories: early exposure which occurs during and shortly' '

after plume passage, and chronic exposure which occurs over aI

longer time period. These two classes of exposure are discussed
,

[' separately. Section 3.3.1 discusses the calculation of doses
from early exposure and Section 3.3.2 discusses the calculation;

'

of doses for chronic exposure.

! 3.3.1 Early Exposure

The early exposure model* in CRAC2 is essentially the samei

as that in CRAC except for modifications to reflect the new
,

; emergency response model implemented in,CRAC2 (see'Section 3.4).
The calculation of radiation doses due to early exposure con-

.

siders three pathways: 1) direct external exposure to radio-
I active material in the passing cloud (cloudshine), 2) exposure

| due to the inhalation of radionuclides from the cloud, and 3)
exposure to radioactive material deposited on the ground:

(groundshine)(1]. Doses are first calculated for organs speci-
fled in the ACUTE subgroup and then for those organs specified

,
' in the LATENT subgroup. The radiation doses calculated due to
| early exposure are strongly dependent on the assumed emergency
| response, i.e., evacuation, sheltering, or early relocation,
j Beyond the specified evacuation distance, cloudshine and inha-
i lation exposures are limited to the time of cloud passage.
! Groundshine exposure is limited to the exposure time specified

,

i in the EVACUATE subgroup. The time periods used to calculate
the total committed dose for each organ are discussed in section
9.2 of Appendix VI of the Reactor Safety Study (RSS). The fol-

,
lowing sections describe the calculation of radiation exposures

| for each of the three pathways,
f

|
! 3.3.1.1 Cloudshine
|

| Estimates of doses due to external exposure to the passing
cloud incorporate a "sr ai-infinite cloud" approximation (see

First, the time-integrated air concentra-
Section8.2ofRSSj).tion. Ac (Ci-sec/m is obtained by multiplying the calculated,

air concentration by the duration of the exposure (exposure
duration is modified by the emergency response). Second, the
dose due to immersion in a semi-infinite cloud, Ec (ren), is
calculated by multiplying Ac by the semi-infinite cloud dose

3conversion factor, Dc. (rem /Ci-sec/m ), for each organ and
.

*The early exposure model described in this section is implemented' '

in subroutine EARLY and part of the EVACU subroutine.

3-15
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|

t

nuclide.

Ec = Ac = Dc.
!

*

The dose. conversion factors used in CRAC2 are the same as used
; 'in CRAC and were calculated for each organ and nuclide using the *

; EXREM III. computer code (2] developed at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory. The factors for'the total bone marrow, lung.:tes-

,' tes, and the_whole body are given in RSS Table VI C-1. Next,
the dose is reduced by multiplying by the appropriate shielding
factor for direct exposure to the cloud (shielding factors are-

determined by the emergency response). Finally, a correction
| factor (Dc/Dc.) is used to correct the calculated semi-infinite

cloud doses for a. finite cloud. These correction factors, based
upon formulations in Slade[3] for a spherical cloud, are depend-

| ent on the centerline height and vertical standard deviation of
i the plume. The correction factors used in CRAC2 are given in

RSS Table VI 8-1. An interpolation procedure is used to,

estimate values not given in the table.

3.3.1.2 Groundshine
'

,

| Groundshine doses (Eg,. rem) due to exposure to radioactive
! material deposited on the ground by both wet and dry deposition

are calculated by multiplying the initial level of ground con-,

tamination for each nuclide (Gc Ci/m2) by-the appropriate,

i shielding factor (SFg) and by the dose conversion factor
| (Dg, rem /Ci/m2), ,

!
; Eg - Gc Dg SFg-

Groundshine doses are computed for 8 hour and 7 day exposure,

i periods. For exposure periods between 8 hours and 7 days, doses
| are determined by interpolating between these two. values. For

exposure periods. shorter than 8. hours, doses are computed by
extrapolation of the 8 hour dose. The appropriate shielding '

factors are determined by the emergency response. The integra-
ted dose-conversion factors used in CRAC2 for exposure' periods
of 8 hours and 7 days are given in RSS Table VI C-1..

,

3.3.1.3 Inhalation

The internal radiation dose due to-inhalation of'radionu-'clides from the passing cloud is calcul t d for 11 different-ae
time periods following exposure. The 11 time periods are: _

,
the

early'(or acute) exposure period (see Table 3.3-1),LO to 1 year,-

1 to 10 years, 11 to 20 years, 21'to 30 years. 31'to'40-years,
41 to 50 years. 51 to 60 years, 61 to 70 years, 71 to 80 years,. -

-and greater than 80 years. For each of these time periods. a '

|
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corresponding radiation dose (dose committment) is calculated
due to the internally deposited radionuclides. The doses are
calculated using the integrated air concentration of each

3nuclide (Ac, Ci-sec/m ) adjusted for the duration of exposure-

(modified by the emergency response). The quantity of radio-
active material inhaled is calculated by multiplying Ac by the

3assumed breathing rate (Br, m /sec). Finally, the dose from*

inhaled radionuclides (Ei, rem) is found by multiplying the
quantity of inhaled material by the dose conversion factor (Di,
rem /Ci inhaled) for each organ and time period. Thus:

DiEi = Ac Br -

The dose conversion factors for inhalation exposures used in
CRAC2 are described in RSS Appendix VI Section 8-4. Assumed in
the calculation of the dose factors is a particle aerodynamic
mean diameter of 1 micron.

3.3.2 Chronic Exposure

The chronic exposure model* used in CRAC2 is identical to
the CRAC chronic exposure model described in the RSS[1]. The
model is described hero in terms of its computer code implemen-
tation. Calculations are performed for each spatial interval.
The discussion in this section will concentrate on how the cal-
culations are performed for each interval.

i The calculation of doses due to chronic exposure considers
i three pathways: 1) long-term exposure to ground contamination,

(groundshine), 2) inhalation of resuspended material and 3)
ingestion of contaminated food. The n alides that are consid-
ered in each of these pathways are shown in Table 3.3-2. These,

exposure pathways will be discussed separately below.'

;

3.3.2.1 Long-Term Groundshine

The bases for the long-term groundshine model used in the
chronic exposure model are discussed in detail in Appendix VI
of the RSS. Before calculating doses to an individual, the
model first determines whether protective actions should
be taken, such as land decontamination or prohibiting land use.
To do this, the code compares the long-term groundshine dose to
a dose criterion, i.e., a dose level that would require protec-
tive actions (for CRAC2, this level is generally assumed to be
25 rem in 30 years to the the whole body). This groundshine
dose is integrated from the time of the accident.

,

.

*The chronic exposure model described in this section is
implemented in the subroutine CHRONX and parts of

I subroutine CHRON.
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~If the long-term dose does not exceed this dose criterion,
no actions are assumed and groundshine doses are integrated from
the time of -the accident. If the long-term dose exceeds the
criterion, the model determines.whether or not decontamination -

of the_ area can reduce the groundshine doses to an acceptable
level. This is done by comparing the ratio of the unperturbed
30-year-groundshine dose and the long-term-dose criterion to the *

: maximum decontamination; factor (CRAC2 uses a factor of 20.0).
If this ratio is less than 20.0, groundshine doses are integra-
ted from the time of.the accident. However,.these doses are
calculated assuming that the area will be decontaminated to a
level just sufficient to meet the maximum permissible dose
criterion. If the ratio exceeds 20.0, the long-term dose
received after one year of decay is compared to the dose crite-
rion. If the ratio does not exceed.20.0, the long-term ground-
shine dose is integrated starting one year after the accident.
These doses are calculated assuming a decontamination factor
(DF) that is just large enough to_ meet the dose criterion after
one year. If the ratio exceeds 20.0, a similar comparison is
performed for two years and if the two year ratio exceeds 20.0,
a ratio is determined for groundshine doses after 30 years. If
.the 30 year ratio exceeds the DF of 20.0, then the land is
assumed to be permanently prohibited from use (i.e., doses are
not calculated for any of the pathways). For cases in which the
30. year. ratio is less than 20.0, and the 2 year ratio is greater
than the DF of 20.0, the model determines the. time between 2 and
30 years for which weathering, radioactive decay and decontami-
nation together are sufficient to allow reinhabitation of the
area. Once_this time after_the accident has been determined,
it is called TIMEK, groundshine doses are calculated for the

,

time period after TIMEK using a DF = 20.0.

The dose calculations are made using the following generalized
equation:

10
DSCOM(1,1,1) ( PROFAC(NEXP) .GRCON(1,3. j ) *GC( j , k )-=

=1

*(a exp(-ceTIMEK)*(exp(-ceT)-exp(-c.T')) +

beexp(-d TIMEK)*(exp(-d T)-exp(-d*T')))/DEC]

where

a = 0.63/(1.13-+ 253/ HALF (j))..
b = 0.33/(0.0075 + 253/ HALF (j)),
c = 1.13'+ 253/ HALF ()), _

,

d = 0.0075 + 253/ HALF (j).
.

For this case, DSCOM is the individual dose-to. organ 1 in time
interval'i with endpoints of_T-and.T'-(e.g., the O!to 1 year
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interval after TIMEK has endpoints of 0 and 1 years). The total
dose is the sum of the dose from the 10 nuclides considered in
this pathway. PROPAC is used to account for ground roughness
and shielding, GRCON is the ground rate dose factor for organ

'
2t and radionuclide j with units of rem /Ci/m / year, GC is the

initial ground concentration in interval k for radionuclide j,i

| HALF (j) is the half-life of radionuclide j in days, and DEC is.

the decontamination factor. This equation was determined by
integrating the weathering and decay equation given in Appendix
VI of the RSS from TIMEK 4 T to TIMEK + T'. As discussed ear-
lier, TIMEK can equal 0.0, 1 or 2 years, or some figure between

,

2 and 30 years. DEC can take values from 1.0 to 20 for
TIMEK = 0, 1, or 2 years and will be 20.0 for TIMEK greater than
2 years and less than or equal to 30 years. A similar form of
this equation is used to determine the maximum possible ground
concentration. The individual dose commitments, DSCOM, are
calculated for 0-1, 1-30, 30-60, and 60-= year time intervals.
When calculating population doses in an interval, the model
assumes a constant population with time.

3.3.2.2 Inhalation of Resuspended Radionuclides'

In addition to calculating groundshine doses to individuals
residing in the contaminated area, the chronic exposure model,

calculates doses resulting from inhalation of resuspended radi-
onuclides. These doses are calculated for time intervals after.

| TIMEK, which was determined with the groundshine calculations.
Resuspension doses are not calculated if the area is permanently
interdicted.

Exposures received by an individual in time interval i
following TIMEK, from radionuclide j in spatial interval k, are
calculated using the following general equation:

INHAL(i.j) [GCEOF( j ) 7 3OO.GC( j , k)=

.

+(10-5/ b) + exp(- b TIMEK) + (exp( b.T)-exp (-b T ' ) ) +

(10-9/A) exp(-A)=TIMEK)-{exp(-A.T)-exp(-X+T'))],

where

b = 0.677 + 253/ HALF (j),
A= 253/ HALF (j).

This equation was derived by integrating the resuspension equa-
. tion given in Appendix VI of the RSS from TIMEK + T to TIMEK +

T'. Variables are as defined for the groundshine exposure*

pathway. GCEOF is used to account for situations where a radi-
onuclide has a parent. For situations where the nuclide has no,

!
|
t
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$

I- ' parent,[GCEOF = 1.0. If a parent is present, GCEOF is modified |
~

to' account for the-additional exposure. Exposures are calcu- |
'

lated for the following intervals: 0-10, 10-20, 20-30, 30-40, !
; 40-50, and 50-= years.

,

'

' Doses that are received by an. individual to organ 1 in {
the i time intervals after TIMEK are calculated as follows.

'

-

2

-9 i

.

DSCOM(2,1,1) ' }] )[ DCINH(j,1 i+1-m) INHAL(m)/DEC i= *

!. j=1 m=1
!

:
'

The total dose is the sum of the doses from the 9 nuclides con-*

| sidered in this pathway. The interval. exposures, INHAL, are for
the intervals identified above. The DCINH are dose conversion-,

factors for 0-10, 10-20, 20-30,.30-40, 40-50, and 50-= year
j time periods after exposure. The CRAC2 code uses the 40-50 year ,

factor for the 50-= year time period. The decontamination
factors..DEC, used for the calculation are those used'for the

i groundshine calculations. A detailed discussion of the resus-
pension pathway model is contained in Appendix VI of the RSS.

'

|

3.3.2.3 Ingestion of Radionuclides From Directly Contaminated i

Crops

: This pathway is considered only for the year following the
occurance of an accident and results from deposition of radio-

i activity on plant surfaces. Ingestion of iodine. Sr and Cs.is y

considered for milk and ingestion of Sr'and Cs is considered for ~ ?'

! crops other than milk. Appendix VI of the RSS contains.a
! detailed discussion of how ingestion exposure is related to
! ground concentrations. .

This exposure pathway is excluded if any actions such as
land interdiction or land decontamination are taken. Land'

!.
decontamination assumes removal.and destruction of contaminated
erops. This pathway is also excluded if doses to a critical
individual as a result of the pathway' exceed predetermined-dose'4

'

limits._ CRAC2 uses dose limits for each of the elements con-
: sidered-for both consumption of milk and consumption of "other"
! crops ("other" crops are assumed to be crops-other than milk).
i The criteria used fo'r milk are for doses to children.and include:
1. (1) 3.3 rem to the bone marrow in the first year for Sr: 3.3: rem

to the whole body for Cs; and 10 rem to the thyroid-for Iodine.
i The: levels used for other crops are for any member of Lthe popu-
g .lation and include:- 2.0 rem to the' bone. marrow in:the first

year for Sr and.2.0 rem to the whole body for Cs. Based on.the'
'

4

i
'

.

|-
t .

0

-
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dose criteria, consumption of milk and/or consumption of "other"
crops produced in the area may be prohibited. If radioactivity
levels in the area are sufficiently low (i.e., if doses received

!

by an individual who is assumed to consume nothing but food,

|
produced in the area do not exceed the criteria immediately
following the accident), the CRAC2 code assumes consumption of'

milk or "other" crops continues uninterrupted. If the initial-

7 activity is too high, the code determines whether or not radio-'

nuclide decay and weathering can reduce the contamination to the
|

acceptable level. If these waiting periods do not result in
sufficient reduction of potential doses, then the food pathway
being considered (i.e., milk or "other" crops) is assumed to be
destroyed. The waiting periods considered are 60 or 30 days for
"other" crops, depending on the time in the growing season, and
anywhere from 0 to 90 days for milk consumption.

Doses to organ 1 in the time interval i after the accident
,

; that result from ingestion of other crops are calculated using
the following general equation.

| 3 2

| DSCOM (4,1,1) { CSING(1,1.j)*K 4 [ SRING(1,1.j)*K ,=

j j=1 j=1
.

where

K= [0.85.exp(-0.693*TWAIT/TEFF(j)) +

! 0.15.exp (-0. 6 9 3.TWAIT/ HALF ( j ) ) ] *CF ( j ,1) .GC ( j , k ) ,

and

TEFF(j) = 14+ HALF (j)/(14 + HALF (j))

I
:

The time intervals after the accident are 0-10, 10-20, 20-30,
30-40, 40-50, 50-60 and 60-= years. CSING are the dose con-
version factors for three Cs isotopes (Cs-134, Cs-136 and Cs-137
are treated) and SRING are the dose conversion factors for two
Sr isotopes (Sr-89 and Sr-90 are treated). The conversion fac-
tors have units of rem /Ci ingested. TWAIT is the waiting period
and can be 0.0, 30.0, or 60.0 days. GC and HALF are as previ-
ously defined and the CF factors relate ground concentration to
ingestion by an individual. These CF factors assume that an
individual consumes food only from the contaminated area. These

2factors have units of Ci ingested /Ci/m ,
,

Doses resulting from milk ingestion to organ 1 in the time
interval i after the accident are calculated using the following,

general equation.

|
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DSCOM(3,1,1) '1 CSING(i.,1,j) K+ SRING(i',1.j).K + ,e=
y

-
s

,

s

'2 *

[ RIING(1,1,j).K. '
,

)=1
,

where
,

K= '[0. 05.exp( b'. 69 3. TIMER /TEFF( j )) +s

7 s

0.15.exp (-0. 69 3. TIMER /HALP ( j ) ) ] CF ( j ,2 ) .GC ( ), k ) ,4

\
v

and '

TEFF(i) = 14 HALF (j)/(14 + HALF (j))'?

Thetimeintervale.arethesameasthoseforcropinhKstion.
RIING is the dose conversion factor for two iodine $sotop'se
(I-131 and I-133'are considered). TIMER is the waiting period
and can be from,0.0 to 90 days. The CF(j,2) factors relate
ground concentration to ingestion by an individualLWho consumes

.

milk produced only in the brea, the units are Ci ingested /Ci/m2,,

ingestion of Radionuclides Via Rool-Uptake3.3.2.4 '

. .

The model also calculates' doses resulting f' rum ingestion of
foods contaminated via root hitake. The code calculates these
dosos for both milk consumption and "other" crop pathways. The
radionuclides that are treated include St-89,',St-90, Cs-134 and
Cs-137. Thislexposure pathway is ignored if the area is assumed
to be permanently interdicted. Otherwise, exposures are deter-
mined from time equal to 0.0 or 1.0 year; when the decontamina-

i tion factor,.DEC, which was determined during the groundshine
i calculations.,in_ greater than 1.0, and then-doses are determined

from 1.0 year. '

i o s

The doses to utn organ 1 in time'interva)Ei which result from
Gilkingestion[arecalculatedusingthefollowinggeneralequation:

DSCOM(5,1,1) (RTING(1,1.j)GC(),k).CF(5.j)=
.

=1

i
.

| .exp(-0.693.TIDEC/ HALF (j))'/DEC

.

k
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The RTING factors for the 4 nuclides relate ingestion exposure
to dose and have units of rem /Ci ingested TIDEC is either 0.0
or 365 days, DEC is the decontamination factor that was deter-
mined during the groundshine calculations, and the CF(5,j) fac-*

i

tors relate ingestion via milk to ground concentration. The'

| doses from "other" crop ingestion are determined using the
.

|
following equation:

DSCOM(6,1,i)= RTING ( i,1, j ) .GC( j , k) +CF ( 6, j )
j=1

.exp(-0.693*TIDEC/ HALF (j))/DEC

The CF(6,j) factors are used to relate ingestion of "other"
crops to ground concentrations of radionuclides for the root
uptake pathway. The time intervals considered in the calcu-
lation of DSCOM are 0-10, 10-20, 20-30, 30-40, 40-50, and

! 50-= years. A detailed discussion of the root uptake model
I is included in Appendix VI of the RSS.

! References for Section 3.3
l

l. WASH-1400(1975), Reactor Safety Study. ADDendix VI:'

I Calculation of Reactor Accident Consecuences, NUREG
75/104, US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

2. Trubey, D. K. and Kaye, S. V. (1973), The EXREM III
Computer Code for Estimatina External Radiation Doses
to Populations from Environmental Releases, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, ORNL-TM-4322.

3. Slade, D. H. (Ed)(1968), Meteorolocy and Atomic Enerov,
USAEC TID-24190.
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Table 3.3-1 Early Time Periods Used to Evaluate Acute -
''

Internal Dose to Organs

.

Organ Time Period'

i

Long 1 Year

. Bone Matrow 30 days *

Endosteal Cells, Stomach Wall,
Small, Intestine, Upper Large
~ Intestine, Lcwer Large Intestine .7 days
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Whole Body 2' days **-
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Table 2-7. Nuclides Involved in Chronic Expaeurs Calculatione

.

No. Nuclide ' Invegtory Half-1Afe Chronic Exposure Fathway
(10 C1) (days) Croundehine Inhalation In8estion

1 Cobalt-SS 0.0078 71.0 . x , (Ilseuepension)"

4 Cobalt-80 0.0029 1920. x
3 Krypton-85 0.0058 3950.
4 Krypton-8Sm 0.24 0.183
S_ Krypton-87 0.47 0.0528
8 Krypton-88 0.88 0.117
7 Rubidium-88 0.00028 18.7
8 ' Strontium-89 0.94 52.1 x
9 Strontium-90 0.0037 11030. x x

to Strontium-91 1.1 0.403
11 Yttrium-90 0.0039 2.87
12 Yttrium-91 1.2 59.0
13 Zirconium-95 1.5 85.2 x
14 Zirconium-97 1.5 0.71
15 Niobium-95 1.5 35.0 x
18 Molybdenum-99 1.8 2.8
17 Technet. lum 99m 1.4 0.25
to Ruthenium 103 1.1 39.S x
19 Ruthenium 105 0.72 0.185
20 Ruthenium 108 0.25 388. x x

21 Rhodium-105 0.49 1.50
22 Tetturium-127 0.0 0.391
23 Tellurium 127m 0.011 109.
24 Tellurium 129 0.31 0.048
25 Tellurium-129m 0.053 0.340
26 Tellurium-131m 0.13 1.25
27 Tetturium-132 1.2 3.25
28 Antimony-127 0.081 3.88
29 Antimony-129 0.33 0.179
30 fodine-131 0.85 8.05 x x
31 lodine-132 1.2 , 0.0958
32 lodine-133 1.7 0.875 x
33 lodine-134 1.9 0.0388
34 lodine-135 1.5 0.280
35 Xenon-133 1.7 S.28
38 Xenon-135 0.34 0.384
37 Cesium-134 0.075 750. x x
3d Cesium 138 0.030 13.0 m x
39 Cesium-137 0.047 11000. x x
40 Berium 140 1.8 12.8
41 1.anthanum 140 1.8 1.87
42 Cerium-141 1.5 32.3
43 Cerium-143 1.3 1.38

*44 Corium 144 0.85 264.
Fra w1 mium 143 1.3 13.745 /

48 Neodymium 147 0.00 11.1
47 Neo'unium-239 10.4 2.35
48 Plutoniam-738 0.00057 32500. 's '

049 Plutonium-239 0.00021 8.9 x 10 x
i 8
! S0 Flutonium-240 0.00021 2.4 x 10 x

. 51 Flutootum-241 0.034 5360.' a
0*

l S2' Americium-241 0.000017 1.8 x 10 E
,

l S3 Curium-242 0.050 183. m

S4 Curium 214 0.000023 8830. m
,

All 54 radionuclidee enter the early exposure calculatioso.*
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3.4 Emergency Response Model

; The CRAC2 model of emergency response * represents an exten- .

sive revision of.the corresponding RSS Model. Three types of'

' protective measures are incorporated into the emergency response
L model of CRAC2. These measures include evacuation, sheltering, -
"

_and early relocation. These measures are discussed in the
following sections. The model allows the user to specify-up to
six different emergency response scenarios with their respective

| probability of occurrence. The' weighted sum of these scenarios
represents the " summary" emergency response. The user can thus,

! specify a range of emergency' response alternatives'and their
summary.

j.

!

i' 3.4.1 Evacuation
r

[ Warning times for an impending significant release of radi-
'

oactive material could vary from essentially none to several
hours, and s'everal more hours might pass before the released
plume would reach a particular population group, depending on'

the windspeed following the release. Due to this available
: time, evacuation is given considerable attention as a public

protective measure in most current radiological emergency pre-
! paredness programs in-the United States. Evacuation is poten-
| tially the most effective method of avoiding radiation exposure
| and can provide essentially total protection if completed prior
i to arrival of the plume. Two different evacuation models_are'

available as options in the CRAC2 computer code. The first
evacuation model is based on a constant " effective" evacuationi

'

velocity with no delay time following evacuation notification.
This model was used in the Reactor Safety Study [1]. The second
evacuation model is based on a constant evacuation velocity plus

, a delay time between evacuation notification and initiation.
! This model was used in the nuclear reactor siting study [2].
i Both of these models are discussed in the following sections.

3.4.1.1 Reactor Safety Study Evacuation Model

; The Reactor Safety Study (RSS) evacuation model-is based on
an " effective" evacuation velocity with_no assumed delay time
between being notified to evacuate and actually initiating evaci

( uation. For those distance intervals being evacuated (e.g.,-
l from 0 to 25 miles), this evacuation model calculates the dis-
l tance~at'which a radioactive plume will overtake persons'evacu-
[ ating from each distance xnterval using the'following1 formula:

.

*The emergency response model described 1in this section~is
implemented in subroutine' EVAC and parts of subroutine EARLY.

..
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DIS = VEL + (MID+(EVAC + WARN))/(VEL-EVAC),
'

where

DIS = distance from the site at which the plume.

overtakes evacuating persons from a given
distance interval (meters),

VEL = average plume or wind velocity between the site
and midpoint of the distance interval being
evacuated through (meters /second),

MID = distance between the site and the midpoint of
the distance interval where evacuation was
initiated (meters).

EVAC = evacuation velocity (meters /second),

WARN = effective warning time (seconds); i.e., the-
time between beginning evacuation and the start
of the atmospheric release.

This distance is calculated for each distance interval from
which evacuation is initiated. If this calculated distance is
beyond the maximum evacuation distance considered in the calcu-
lation, evacuating persons from the given dictance interval from
which evacuation was initiated are assumed to receive no radia-
tion exposure. If this distance where evacuees are overtaken
by the cloud is within the maximum evacuation distance, the
evacuees are assumed to be exposed to the entire duration of the
cloud (cloudshine and inhalation) at this distance and to the
ground exposure for 4 hours.

3.4.1.2 Revised Evacuation Model

An improved model of public evacuation was developed to
provide a more adequate evaluation of evacuation as a radiolo-
gical emergency response [3], The revised treatment. incorporates
a delay time before public movement, followed by evacuation
radially away from the reactor at a constant speed. Different
shielding factors and breathing rates are used while evacuees
await evacuation or are being evacuated. All persons within the'
designated evacuation area are assumed to move as a group at the
same speed after an assumed' delay time. No consideration is
given to the possibility of a nonparticipating segment of the
population. This latter assumption results in upper bound
estimates |of evacuation effectiveness, given a specific delay*

time and velocity. The evacuation effectiveness would decrease' '

linearly with an increasing nonparticipating fraction'of the-
,

population. Evacuating persons are assumed to move to'a
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specified distance from the site and are then assumed to avoid
further exposure to the radioactive plume.

The revised evacuation model also calculates more realistic *

exposure durations to airborne and ground-deposited radionu-
clides than the RSS evacuation model. The RSS emergency evac-
nation model employs an exposure model for an instantaneous ,

' point source such that all released plumes have zero effective
lengths. Because of this, evacuating persons overtaken by the
plume in the RSS evacuation model are exposed to the entire
cloud at the point they are overtaken by the cloud. However, a
released plume of radioactive material would have a finite
release duration and a length that depends on the wind speed
during and following the release. A person overtaken by the
front of the plume might still escape before being passed by the
entire plume and thus would receive only a fraction of the full
plume exposure. It is also possible that an evacuating person
may travel under the cloud for a long time and thus receive more
exposure than if he had remained stationary during the passage
of the plume. The revised evacuation model assigns the plume a
finite length which is calculated using the assumed release
duration and wind speed during the release. To simplify the
treatment, the length of the cloud is assumed to remain constant
following the release (i.e., the front and back of the plume
travel at the same speed), and the concentration of radioactive
material is assumed to be uniform over the length of the cloud.
The ralial position of evacuating persons. While stationary and
while in transit, is compared to the positions of the front and
back of the plume as a function of time to determine a more
realistic period of exposure to airborne radionuclides. The
revised treatment calculates the time periods during which
people are exposed to radionuclides on the ground while they are
stationary and while they are evacuating. Because radionuclides

| would be deposited continually from the plume while passing a
given location, a person while under the p1pme would be exposed'

to ground contamination which is less concentrated than if the
cloud had completely passed. To account for this, the revised
model assumes that persons completely passed by the plume are
exposed to the total ground contamination calculated to exist
after complete passage of the plume, to one-half the calculated
ground contamination when anywhere under the cloud, and to no
concentration when in front of the plume.

3.4.2 Population Sheltering.

! In this model, non-evacuating people living within the max-'

imum sheltering distance.are sheltered using the shielding fac- -

tors defined for the sheltering region. fSheltering, as used by
this emergency response model, is defined as the' deliberate.

action by the public to take advantage of the protection against '

radiation exposure afforded by remaining indoors, away from
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doors and windows, during and after the passage of the radioac-
tive plume. The shielding inherent in normally inhabited
structures offers some degree of protection against external
penetrating radiation from airborne and surface-deposited radi-

,

onuclides. Furthermore, the exclusion of a significant amount
of airborne radioactive material from the interior of a struc-
ture, either by natural effects or by certain ventilation-

strategies, can reduce the amount of inhaled radionuclides as
well. The shielding provided by a structure against external
penetrating radiation from airborne or surface-deposited radio-
nucides is expressed in terms of a shielding factor (SF) which
is the ratio of the dose received inside the structure to the
dose that would be received outside the structure.
3.4.3 Population Relocation

Population relocation is defined in this emergency response
model to be early relocation of non-evacuating people following
deposition. The model provides two alternatives: relocation
at a specified time following the deposition; or relocation at
7 days following the deposition, conditional on a bone marrow
dose that exceeds 200 rem. Population relocation is a post-
accident protective measure designed to limit radiation exposure'

from radionuclides deposited on the ground and other surfaces.
Since relocation is a post-accident response, it can be imple-
mented in a more selective manner than an immediate evacuation.
In many instances, external exposure to contaminated surfaces
would, in a relatively short time, result in a dose much greater
than the dose due to the other exposure pathways.

References for Section 3.4

1. WASH-1400(1975), Reactor Safety Study. Appendix VI:
Calculation of Reactor Accident Consequences, P;UREG 75/014.
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

2. Aldrich, D.C., et al.(1981), Technical Guidance for Sitina
Criteria Development, NUREG/CR-2239, SAND 81-1549, Sandia
National Laboratories.

3. Aldrich. D. C., et al.(1978), A Model of Public Evacuation
for Atmospheric Radiolocical Releases, SAND 78-0092, Sandia
National Laboratories.

.
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13 . 5 Health Effects'Model -

p This section discusses how CRAC2 evaluates the health effects
2

.that might result from the radioactivity released during a -

: reactornaccident. Two general classes of health effects are
estimated: early health effects and latent health effects.-

Early health effects include deaths and injuries that might *

. result from'large -acute radiation doses. The CRAC2 code uses
! the* estimates of early dose discussed in Section 3.3.1 to eval-

uate early effects. Latent health effects include latent cancer
fatalities, genetic effects and thyroid effects. These effects.

! are determined for the' radiation doses resulting from early
exposure (see Section 3.3.1) and for radiation doses resulting
from the chronic exposures discussed in Section 3.3.2. The

| calculation of early effects is discussed in Section 3.5.1. The
i. calculation of late effects is discussed in Section 3.5.2. The
} health effects models used in CRAC2 are unchanged from the CRAC

health effects models described in the Reactor Safety Study [1].
Changes have been made, however, to the. latent cancer risk,

factor data. The new CRAC2 data reflects.the lifetime risk of
latent cancer from radiation exposure.

!
|

| 3.5.1 Early Health Effects

Two types of early~ health effects are considered in CRAC2,

I early fatalities and early injuries. The models used for early
i health effects * are described in Section 9.2 of Appendix VI of
' the RSS[1].
<

!

3.5.1.1 Early Fatalities
.

Early fatalities are estimated on the basis of acute radia-
! tion exposure to the bone marrow, lungs, and gastro-intestinal
! (GI) tract. The dose-response relationship for early fatality

due to bone marrow irradiation'is shown.in Figure VI 9-1|of the.

RSS. The dose-response relationship for_early' fatality due to
lung irradiation is shown in RSS Figure VI 9-3. The dose-
response relationship for early fatality due to gastro-intestinale
tract ~ irradiation is shown in RSS Figure 9-4.[1] The. dose-
response relationships are implemented in CRAC2 by-interpolation
of pi'ece-wise linear approximations to the.three curves.

The total probability ~of early-fatality is calculated in.
CRAC2 from the probability of early fatality due to irradiation-

.

*The early health effects model described in this section is
implemented in subroutine EARLY and-part of the DAMAGE -

-subroutine.

V
'

L
i
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of the bone marrow, lung, and GI tract. If the probability of
early fatality associated with these three organs is P1, P2,
and P3, respectively, the total probability of early fatality,
P. is calculated as:

,

P = P1 + (1-P1)P2 + (1-P1)(1-P2)P3,
.

which is the probability calculated by assuming that these
effects are independent (i.e., no interactions or synergisms).

3.5.1.2 Early Injuries

Early injuries are defined as those illnesses requiring
medical attention or hospital treatment. Early injuries are
estimated on the basis of acute radiation exposure of the whole
body, lungs, and lower large-intestinal wall. The dose-response
models for early injuries are described in Appendix VI, Section
9.2.3 of RSS[1].

The total probability of early injury is calculated in the
same manner as for early deaths. However, only persons who did
not suffer early death are considered.

3.5.2 Latent Health Effects

As mentioned earlier, CRAC2 estimates latent health effects *
for both early and chronic radiation exposures. The discussion
below is broken down into subsections: latent cancer fatalities,

thyroid effects and genetic effects. Each subsection will dis-
cuss how effects are estimated for early and chronic exposures
in terms of the computer code implementation.

,

3.5.2.1 Latent Cancer Fatalities

Two models are available for estimating latent cancer fatal-
ities, the linear hypothesis method and the central estimate
method. The linear hypothesis assumes a linear relationship
between radiation doses and latent cancer fetalities. The cen-
tral estimate method assumes a stepwise linear relationship
between doses and latent cancer fatalities. This relationship
is based on the assumption that lower doses and lower dose rates
to an individual will result in a reduced risk of cancer per

;

I unit dose of radiation. These models are further described
below.

|
*

1

*The latent health effexts model described in this section is
implemented in the DAMAGE subroutine and part of subroutine'

EARLY.
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-3.5.2.1.1 Latent. Cancer Fatalities Resulting From Early
Exposure

Section 3.3.1 discussed how the EARLY subroutine accumulates .early exposures and doses. The EARLY routine also evaluates the
latent cancer fatality risk to an individual that results from
early exposure. This risk is determined for each spatial inter. -

val on an organ by organ basis. Organs considered for latent
effects are not necessarily the same as those considered for
acute effects.

If the RSS central estimate model is to be used to evaluate
the risk of cancer from doses to an organ, early doses to the
organ are evaluated and are compared to threshold values.
Central estimate factors may be applied depending on whether or
not the early doses exceed the threshold values. The following
equations are used to calculate risk to an individual with the
central estimate model:

TOTLAT(i.1) [AIRIN(1,1) + CLOUD (i) + GROUND (i)]= +

MRCON(1,1)/ FACTOR (i)

TOTLAT(1,k) = AIRIN(1,k) MRCON(1,k)/ FACTOR (i), for 1<k<9.

The first equation calculates the risk of cancer to an individ-
ual due to early groundshine and cloudshine doses to organ i and
to doses to organ i received during the first year as a result
of inhalation from the plume. The second equation calculates
risk dua to plume inhalation doses to organ i in later time
intervals k. These intervals are 1-10, 10-20, 20-30, 30-40,
40-50, 50-60, 60-70 and 70-80 years. The variables are defined
as follows: AIRIN is the inhalation dose, CLOUD is the early
cloudshine dose, GROUND is the early groundshine dose, MRCON is
the risk factor and FACTOR is the central estimate modification
factor.

The central estimate factor, FACTOR, is determined for organ
i by using the following series of equations.

RELDOS(i) [AIRIN(i.1) + CLOUD (i)~4 GROUND (i)] + ORGFAC(i)=

FACTOR (i) = 1.0

If RELDOS(i)< THRESII(l). FACTOR (i) = FACT (1)
If RELDOS(i)< THRESH (2), FACTOR (i) = FACT (2),

.

The variable ORGFAC is used to modify:the central estimate
model for specific organs. The central estimate model may be
overridden for a_ specific organ by imputing a large number for ,
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:

ORGFAC. The variables THRESH and FACT are input to the CRAC2
code and are usually defined as follows: THRESH (1) = 300 rem,

FACT (1) = 2.5 THRESH (2) = 30 rec., and FACT (2) = 5.0. The
central estimate model is discussed further in Appendix VI of
the RSS(1]. For situations where the linear model is elected,,

the FACTOR values are always set to 1.0.,

4

2 ,

Table 5.2-1 shows data used by the CRAC2 code to calculate
latent cancer fatalities. The risk factors are updated versions

,

of those reported in the RSS. The RSS factors assumed a latency~

period during which the risk of cancer was assumed to be zero,'

followed by a risk period where the individual is assumed to be
i

j at a constant risk (risk plateau). Depending on the type of

: cancer and the age of the exposed individual, the latency
periods ranged from 0 to 15 years and the risk periods ranged

3

! from 10 to 30 years. Based on recommendations in BEIR III(2),
the factors used in CRAC2 were to reflect extension of the riski

i period to the end of an individual's life for all cancers except
; leukemia and for all age groups (of exposed individuals) other

j than those exposed in utero.
.

| The O to 1 year conversion factors are used for doses due
| to external exposure and doses due to chronic inhalation and

| ingestion. The linear model is always used for the estimation
of risk due to breast cancer. A detailed discussion of the'

! concepts behind the derivation of the risk factors and concepts
behind their use is given in Appendix VI of the RSS(1].

For a given weather sequence and spatial interval, the risk
! to an individual surviving early death is determined as follows.

,

[9 \
'

TOTLE = TOTLAT (i,k)
i=1 1

!
| The variable N is the number of organs (i.e., cancer types)

considered and k is the index over the time intervals. For each'

weather sequence and plume trajectory, the total numbers of
,

latent cancer deaths due to early exposure is determined by
i summing the products of interval risk and interval populations
j at risk. The population at risk in a given interval is deter-

mined by the plume widths and wind direction. Only that portion i

~

'

i of the exposed interval populations that are not early fatali-
ties is used to calculate cancer fatalities.

|

3.5.2.1.2 Latent Cancer Fatalities Resulting From Chronic*

; Exposure-

*

Section 3.3.2 discussed how CRAC2 calculates chronic
radiation doses. The chronic exposure model in CRAC2

'

,.

!
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accumulates long-term doses due to groundshine, inhalation of
resuspended materials and ingestion of contaminated crops and
milk. The number of latent cancer fatalities that might result
from these different types of doses are calculated using the -

,'

O to 1 year risk factors shown in Table 3.5-1. This calculation
is performed for each weather sequence at each spatial interval.

'
The effects that are calculated for each spatial interval are
modified if the central estimate model is employed. The central
estimate factor that is employed is the one determined for the
estimation of latent cancer fatalities due to the early exposure

; pathways. As noted earlier, those factors are determined at
each spatial interval for each weather sequence.

The number of cancer fatalities occurring in time period k
due to chronic doses to organ i is calculated using the
following equation.

TOTCHR(1,k) [POPEXP(l)+(TEMCl(1,k) + TEMC3(1,k)) +=

POPEXP(3)+TEMC2C(1,k), + POPEXP(5)+TEMC2M(i,k)]
+ MRCON(1,1)/ FACTOR (i).

i

! TEMC1, TEMC2C, TEMC2M, and TEMC3 are the individual dose commit-
! ments in rem for chronic inhalation of resuspended material,

crop ingestion, milk ingestion, and groundshine, respectively.
For a given interval, POPEXP(l) is dependent upon the width of
the plume and the site population distribution. This population

,

is the number of people within the interval that are within the'

contaminated area. POPEXP(3) and POPEXP(5) are the populations
that are exposed via ingestion of crops and of milk, respec-
tively. These populations are based on the agricultural produc-
tion in the areas covered by the plume and are not necessarily

. the populations residing in these areas. MRCON is the risk
I factor and FACTOR is the central estimate modification. factor.

The numbers of latent cancer fatalities resulting from
| chronic exposure in the different intervals are summed for each

weather sequence. The total number of latent cancer fatalities,

for a weather sequence is determined by adding the fatalities
for early exposure and the fatalities for chronic exposure.

3.5.2.2 Thyroid Effects

The CRAC2 code calculates the total number of thyroid
nodules that would result from early exposure doses and from,

'

chronic doses received in the interval from 0 to 1 year. Early .

i exposure doses to the thyroid are treated somewhat differently
i from the rest of the organs. In addition to early groundshine
! and cloudshine, three categories of inhalation dose are computed: -

! I-131, all other iodines, and all other nuclides. When calcu-
lating the number of thyroid nodules, CRAC2 treats the I-131
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dose from early inhalation as being only 10 percent as effective
as external irradiation. This 10 percent portion of the I-131
thyroid dose is summed with the thyroid doses resulting from
other radionuclides to obtain an effective early exposure dose
for calculating effects. If the total thyroid dose is less than.

the total number of nodules is equal to the effective1500 rem,
early exposure dose times the dose conversion factor. If the

-

total thyroid dose is between 1500 and 5000 ren, the total
number of nodules predicted with the dose conversion factor is
cut in half. If the dose is above 5000 rem, there will be no
nodules (thyroid ablation). This model is further discussed in
Section 9.3.5 of Appendix VI of the RSS[1].

CRAC does not opply the 0.1 effectiveness factor to the
I-131 inhalation dose from the chronic exposure pathways. For
chronic doses, total number of nodules is equal to the product
of total man-rem and the risk factor. CRAC2 assumes that 334
nodules will result per 106 man-rem. A more complete discus-
sion of the concepts behind the above model is found in
Appendix VI of the RSS[1].

The following equations describe how CRAC estimates the
individual risk of having a thyroid nodule for early exposure.

TOTLAT = [(AIRIN - 0.9 DSIl31) + CLOUD + GROUND) MRCON
DOSTEM = DSXGAM + DSIODN + DSI131
TOTORG = TOTLAT

If DOSTEM > 5000 rem, TOTORG = 0.0

If DOSTEM < 5000 rem and DOSTEM > 1500 rem,
TOTORG = TOTORG/2.0

In this case. TOTLAT is the individual risk of having a thyroid
nodule, MRCON is the risk factor (334 nodules /lO6 man-rem),
AIRIN is the total inhalation dose received within 1 year,
DSIl31 is the one year dose from I-131, and CLOUD and GROUND are
the early external doses due to cloudshine and groundshine, *

respectively. The one year inhalation doses from other iodines,
DSIODN, and from other gamma emitters, DSXGAM, are summed with
DSI131 to determine the magnitude of the total thyroid dose.
The calculated risk per individual is applied to the surviving
exposed population that lies within the interval to determine
the number of nodules.

.

The CRAC2 code also calculates the number of nodules that|

can result from chronic doses received in the interval from 0
'

to 1 year. In this case, inhalation doses due to I-131 are not
| treated with reduced effectiveness. This calculation is done

!
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in.the same manner as the calculation of latent cancer fatali-
ties for chronic exposure. The following general equation is
employed. |.

| -

[POPEXP(l)+(TEMCl(1,1) + TEMC3(i.1)) +
1TOTCHR(1) =

POPEXP(3)*TEMC2C(i 1) + POPEXP(5)+TEMC2M(i,1)]- *

* MRCON(1,1).

The general definitions of the variables in this equation are
the same as those for the latent cancer fatality calculations.-

However, organ i represents the thyroid and the risk factor,
MHCON(1,1), is for total thyroid nodules (334 nodules /106
man-rem).;

3.5.2.3 Genetic Effects

CRAC2 can also calculate the incidence of genetic effects
! provided that the proper data are input. This is done by

replacing the latent cancer fatality data with that given in
| Table 3.5-2. The data given in this table are taken from the

input file for the original CRAC code. The effects treated by#

these factors are single-gene disorders, multifactorial dis-
orders, chromosomal disorders and spontaneous abortions. A.

| discussion of these effects is found in Appendix VI of the
RSS[1].

! When calculating these effects, the CRAC2 code would use the'
same equations and procedures as used for latent cancer fatali-

i ties. However, ingestion doses from chronic' exposure are
ignored. In this case, the MRCON values are those shown in
Table 3.5-2 and the risk modification factor, FACTOR,.is equal,

to 1.0. Testes is the organ considered.

1

! References for Section 3.5

1. WASH-1400 (1975), Reactor Safety Study. Appendix VI:
'

Calculation of Reactor Accident Consequences, NUREG
75/014, U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.;

.

2. BEIR (Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing
Radiation), (1980), The Effects on Populations of
EXDosures to Low Levels of Ionizino Radiation, National,

' Academy of Sciences, Washington, DC.
,

i

,
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TABLE 3.5-1

Data Used by CRAC2 to Calculate Latent Cancer f atalities

0Cancer Deaths Per 10 Person-ren of Internal Dose Due Central
Estimateto Early Exposure Compensation

Cancer Organ Time Period After Accident (Years) Factor
Type Considered

0-1 1-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80 (ORGFAC)

Leukemia T Marrow 28.4 27.2 18.7 13.5 9.7 6.8 4.0 1.7 0.5 1.0

I Lung Lung 27.5 27.5 27.5 15.8 8.1 4.0 1.5 0.2 0.0 0.5w
W Breast Other 31.7 31.7 31.7 18.3 9.4 4.6 1.7 0.3 0.0 1.0 x 109

Bone Skeleton 11.1 10.6 7.0 3.0 1.7 0.9 0.4 0.1 0.0 1.0
"

GI Tract LCI wall 16.9 16.9 16.9 9.7 5.0 2.5 0.9 0.1 0.0 1.0

Other Other 32.2 30.5 25.4 14.7 7.5 3.7 1.4 0.2 0.0 1.0



I
i

)

.

.

..

TABLE 3.5-2

Data Used to Calculate the Incidence of Genetic Disorders
and Spontaneous Abortions

Genetic Effects per 10 Person-rea of Internal
Dose Due to Early Exposure

Organ
Considered Disorder Time Period After Exposure (year)

0-1 1-10 11-20 21-10 31-40

TESTES GEN DOM 4.5eE-5 3.45E-5 1.77E-5 4.40E-6 7.00E-7
TESTES GEN NUL 8.54E-5 6.86E-5 3.54E-5 0.00E-6 1.30E-6
TESTES GENCHROM 5.10E-6 4.10E-6 2.10E-6 5.00E-7 1.00E-7
TESTES GENABORT 3.59E-5 2.80E-5 1.49E-5 3.70E-6 6.00E-7

.

*
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3.6 Economic Effects Model

The economic consequence model in CRAC2 estimates the direct
costs of measures taken to mitigate the public health effects
of a reactor accident. The model estimates the cost of evacua-~

tion, milk and crop disposal, decontamination, and land use
prohibition (interdiction) which may be required after an acci-,

dent. Supporting economic data associated with these costs are
supplied as input data. The model is identical in structure to
the original CRAC economic model described in the Reactor Safety
Study (RSS)[1].

The term evacuation is used in this discussion to refer to
the immediate movement of individuals out of an area at the time
of the accident. This is distinguished from relocation, which
is the movement of the population from an area for a protracted
period of time. Land interdiction refers to the prohibition of
inhabitation or use of land in an area for a period of time
ranging from months to years.

3.6.1 Costs of Acute Mitigative Actions-Evacuation

The estimation of evacuation costs in the CRAC2 economic
model is based on the number of individuals evacuated. The
population evacuated is based on the keyhole-shaped evacuation
area described in the RSS or on a circular evacuation area. The
costs of evacuation are computed by multiplying the total number-
of individuals evacuated by=an average cost per evacuee. The
cost per evacuee includes evacuation supervision costs, trans-
portation costs, and food and lodging costs. The average evac-
uee cost is estimated in the RSS based on an assumed 7-day
evacuation period. This cost has been updated using cost
component inflators to reflect the 1980 cost in 1980 dollars.

3.6.2 Costs of Long-Term Mitigative Actions

The remaining costs estimated in the economic model are
dependent upon the consequence mitigation measures implemented
in each specified spatial interval. Long-term protective' mea-
sures are determined by the radioactivity. deposited in each
region after the accident. User-defined criteria which specify
the acceptable time-integrated dose levels are used'to determine
the measures to be implemented in each spatial interval. Each
spatial interval is assigned to one of six mutually exclusive
long-term protective action categories:

1) Land area interdiction, for some period of-time,*

followed by land and property decontamination

.
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2) Immediate decontamination of area followed
by inhabitation

3) Milk and crop disposal
,

4) Crop disposal
t .

5) Milk disposal

6) No long-term actions

One long-term action alternative is assigned to each spatial
interval based on the deposited radioactivity and acceptable
integrated dose criteria specified. Costs are estimated for
each spatial interval based on the selected long-term action
alternatives. Total costs are estimated through summation over
all spatial intervals including acute evacuation and long-term
protective action costs.

3.6.2.1. Land Area Interdiction Followed by Land and Property
Decontamination

i

Land area interdiction is considered as a likely consequence
mitigation measure if the ground activity deposited at the time
of the accident is unacceptable based on the time-integrated
dose criterion, and decontamination efforts would not be suc-
cessful in lowering the ground deposited radioactivity to an
acceptable level for immediate inhabitation. In this case, it
is assumed that the use of the land for normal activities would
be forbidden for at least some time to allow for decay and
weathering of deposited radionuclides. It is also assumed that
the annual production of crops and milk would be disposed of if
the accident occurs during the growing season and ground activ-4

ity level exceeds an acceptable level for immediate inhabita-
tion. The economic model includes the cost of disposal of farm

,

| products, the decontamination costs, time value losses on land
I and property, and relocation costs in the total cost estimates
'

for land interdiction.
<

The cost of farm products disposal is estimated by using the'

equation:

COST (1) - APFARM.SEASF, (1)

where

APFARM = State average annual production of farm products
multiplied by the number of acres of farmland *

contaminated.
! -

t
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SEASF = 0 if accident occurs outside the state growing
season

1 if accident occurs within state growing=
* season.

The decontamination costs are estimated using cost estimates
derived in the RSS which have been updated to 1980 dollars.

[2):*

+ (EFPOP DORBP),COST (2) = (EFFARM DCFLD)

where

EFFARM = contaminated farmland (acres) in spatial
interval

DCFLD = updated maximum decontamination cost ($/ acre)
for farmland (maximum decontamination factor of
20 assumed)

EFPOP = population living in contaminated area before
accident

.

DCRBP = updated decontamination cost ($/ person) for
residential, business, and public areas
(naximum decontamination factor of 20 assumed)

The cost estimates used for decontamination are based on an
assumed decontamination factor between 2 and 20. The costs
of decontamination are never discounted.

Another cost component included in the estimate of land
interdiction cost is the value lost due to the restriction
of the use of the land for the time until decontamination,
decay, and weathering of radionuclides cause the radio-
activity' deposited to reach an acceptable level. The cost
of the land and property value lost is estimated using the
equation:

'

..

-rTint + aidTinth
. . [c(1-a)

y1- e< COST (3) =
.>.

.

'

where

Vo = total market value of contaminated land plus.

improvements before accident occurrence
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' s

a = fraction of the total market value Vo which is
in improvements

.

d = assumed depreciation rate of improvements during
interdiction period (d = .20)

+;

j r-=. interest rate plus property tax rate (r = .12)

T nt = interdiction period, measured from accident4

i

occurrence until restoration of land use '

i

It is assumed that a cost would be incurred because all indivi-
duals would be relocated from the interdicted land area.

:

Cost estimates used for relocation are those developed in the,

RSS, indexed to 1980 dollars. These costs are based on a 90-day4

'

relocation period involving individual unemployment and wage
| 1csses, individual and business transportation and moving costs,
' and lost business profits. Total relocation costs are estimated

using the equation: ;

) ;

COST (4) = EFPOP.CRELOC
:

b where
!

'

EFPOP = population previously living in the
; contaminated area

CRELOC = relocation cost ($/ person) estimated in the,

{ RSS, updated by. indexing to 1980.
i.

Finally, the economic model compares the cost of decontamination
and interdiction with the alternative option of land interdic-
tion for a longer period with only weathering and' decay of
deposited radionuclides to an acceptable level. The following

| two options are compared:

j Option I : Land interdiction followed by decontamination
| Total Cost = COST (1) + COST (2) + COST (3) + COST (4)
!
| Option II: ' Land interdiction for longer period allowing for
| radioactivity decay and weathering
:

-rT| Total Cost = COST (1) + COST (4) +. 1- e d/w (1-a) 4

..dT,.;
-

-
-

d ,0
_
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where

d/w - time required for deposited radioactivity toT weather and decay to an acceptable level without
decontamination,

The option with the least total cost for a particular
spatiil interval is chosen and used in estimating economic costs

.

of lar.d interdiction. The total cost of land interdiction in a
spatial interval is the sum of the estimates of farm product
disposal costs, decontamination costs (if employed), land and
property time value costs, and relocation costs.

3.6.2.2 Immediate Decontamination and Inhabitation

Immediate decontamination and inhabitation of an area is
assumed to occur if the deposited level is initially unaccept-
able and decontamination can reduce the contamination to an
acceptable level immediately. In this case, it is assumed that
the annual production of farm products would be disposed of if
the accident occured in the growing season. The cost of farm
product disposal is estimated using equation (1).

Decontamination costs are estimated using the following
equation:

COST (2) = (EFFARM DCFLD) + (EPPOP DCRBP) DECO ,

.

where

DECO = 1 if the decontamination factor necessary to attain
an acceptable activity level is greater than 2.

DECO = 0.4 if the decontamination factor necessary to
attain an acceptable activity level is less than 2.

The cost factor DECO is intended to account for the reduced cost
of decontamination estimated in the RSS for decontamination by
a factor of less than 2.

The total cost of immediate decontamination and inhabitation
of a land area is the sum of the farm product disposal costs and
the decontamination costs. No relocation costs or time value
losses are incurred in this case.

3.6.2.3. Farm Product Disposal*

If deposited radioactivity levels are acceptable for imme-
diate land inhabitation but doses from ingestion of milk and,
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crops in the growing season at the time of the accident are
unacceptable, then it is assumed that the annual crop production
is disposed of, and milk is disposed of until the milk ingestion
dose becomes acceptable. This cost is estimated using the ,

equation:

.

(APCROP + APMILK+TDISP)SEASFCOST (1) =

where

APCROP = state average annual farm production of crops
($/ acre) multiplied by the number of acres of
farmland contaminated

APMILK - state average annual milk production ($/ acre)
multiplied by the number of acres of farmland
contaminated

,

TDISP = time period during which dose for ingestion of
milk would be unacceptable

The variable SEASF is defined as in equation (1). If the acci-
dent occurs outside the grcwing season it is assumed that cows
were fed with stored feed, and no losses are incurred. No
decontamination, relocation, or time value losses are incurred
in this case.

3.6.2.4. Crop Disposal

If deposited radioactivity levels are acceptable for imme-
diate inhabitation, but doses from ingestion of crops in growing
season at the time of the accident are unacceptable, then it is
assumed that the annual crop production is disposed of. In this
case, the doses from ingestion of milk are unacceptable. The
cost of crop disposal is estimated using the equation:

COST (1) = APCROP.SEASF

where the variables have been previously defined. No deconta-
mination relocation, milk disposal, or time value losses are
incurred in this case.

3.6.2.5. Milk Disposal Only

If deposited radioactivity levels are acceptable for imme-
*

diate inhabitation and crop ingestion, but doses from ingestion
of milk are unacceptable, then it is assumed that milk would be
disposed of if the accident occurs during the growing season. ..

The cost of milk disposal is estimated using the equation:

i
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(APMILK.TDISP)SEASFCOST (1) -

where the variables have been previously defined. No deconta-
mination, location, crop disposal, or time value losses are*

incurred in this case.
.

3.6.2.6. No Long-Term Actions

In areas where the deposited radioactivity does not cause
any of the acceptable dose limits to be exceeded, it is assumed
that post-accident protective actions and economic conditions
have no significant associated direct costs.

References for Section 3.6

1. WASII-1400 (1975), Reactor Safety Study. Appendix VI:
Calculation of Reactor Accident Consecuences. NUREG 75/014,
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

2. Aldrich, D.C., et al. (1982). Technical Guidance for Siting
Criteria Development, NUREG/CR-2239 (SAND 81-1549), Sandia
National Laboratories.

.
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APPENDIX A

The CRAC2 Computer Code

.

The purpose of this appendix is to describe the CRAC2
computer code that implements the models described in Section 3

.

of this report. Every attempt has been made to ensure an
accurate rendition of these models with the goal of providing a
consistent and reliable computer code.

The description of the computer code consists of two parts,
an overview of the concept of operation of the code, and a
description of the design and flow of the code elements.

.

.
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A.1 Concept of Operation

CRAC2 incorporates a progression of mathematical and,

statistical models which represent the radioactive material
!.

immediately after release from containment; the movement of the
!material as it dispersec into the-area around the power plant;

the deposition of the material-by wet and dry' deposition -

processes and the effects of the material on man and his
environment. The code approaches the calculation.by dividing
the area around a power plant into radial annuli which are,

called spatial intervals. The spatial interval is basic to,

these computational processes. Figure A-1 depicts a power
plant and this spatial interval concept. The code allows for a
maximum of 34 such spatial intervals.* The program computes
the average concentration and total coverage of the radioactive
cloud for each spatial interval. All other mathematical and

, statistical models are processed in terms of these spatial
4 intervals.

i

I
;

Power Plant-- m

;-
.

N
i s

\

\

. (), |
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|

I

i

Figure A-1 Spatial Interval Representation
.

" See Table IV 4-1 in Appendix VI of the' Reactor Safety Study. .

!
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The operation of the CRAC2 code functions can be outlined
in terms of six logical steps. These steps divide the computa-
tional model into code segments that represent distinct models
or recurrent processes.

.

Problem definition is the first step in the process. This
step occurs once for each problem case specified by the

,

user.

1. Problem Definition. The computational process is
initialized by defining the problem to be solved. The
INPUT control routine and fifteen input subroutines
process the input data subgroups that define the user's
problem.

The next two steps must be repeated for each new weather
sequence, but are independent of the accident sequence.

2. Meteorological Conditions.* The second step in the
computational process assigns the specific meteorolo-
gical conditions to each spatial interval. This is
done either in input subroutine SITE when user supplied
meteorology is to be incorporated,-or in subroutine
SPADAT when time dependent meteorological data have
been specified. A thermal stability, wind speed, and
precipitation rate are assigned to each interval. This-
allows for changes to occur in the dispersion pattern
of the cloud of radioactive material. A meteorological
file containing representative hourly weather data can
be automatically sampled and hourly meteorological data
assigned if requested by the user.

3. Dispersion.** The next step incorporates the meteoro-
logical data into the Pasquill-Gifford model of
Gaussian dispersion. This step involves the calcula-
tion of standard deviations of the horizontal and
vertical dispersion values, oy and az, and isotope
dependent decay constants at the midpoint of each
spatial interval. This~ computational step is performed
in subroutine DISP.

For each weather sequence, the final three steps must be
repeated for each accident sequence: up to this point the
steps have been independent of the accident sequence.

.

* See Chapter 5 of Appendix VI of the Reactor Safety Study
** See Chapter 4 of Appendix VI of the Reactor Safety Study

.
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4. Activity.* This step computes the air and ground
|

concentrations of each radionuclide for each spatial 1

interval. The accident parameters are utilized to
compute plume rise and any initial isotope decay. The .

cloud is also depleted by wet and dry deposition
mechanisms. All calculations are done at the midpoint
of the spatial intervals. Air and ground concentra- -

tions are uniform over the entire interval area which
has been contaminated by the cloud of radioactive
material. Subroutine ACTIVE is responsible for this
step.

5. Damage.** The damage step assesses the impact of the
contamination upon man and his environment. The
damage model determines how far the people in a
specific spatial interval will evacuate before the
cloud overtakes them. The dose to the organs of these
people is computed from the immediate or early
exposure. Fatalities and injuries are the resultant
consequences. The latent dose is computed for the<

survivors and an assessment is made of the latent
cancer fatalities. Chronic exposure doses are computed
and a determination is made of the protective action
for the contaminated land. Costs associated with this
action are then computed. The population groups are
factored into the results so that consequences repre-
sent each population sector. Subroutines DAMAGE,
EARLY, CHRONX and PRPDAM are responsible for the damage

i calculations.

6. Results. Each set of consequences is stored and final
statistics are computed for all desired results.
Subroutines STORE and STOROPT provide these functions.

1

1

|
,

5

i
i

.

See Chapter 4 of Appendix VI of the Reactor Safety Study.*

See Chapters 8, 9, 11, and 12 of Appendix VI of the Reactor**
.

Safety Study.
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A.2 Program Flow

The CHAC2 code consists of a main program, a control
routine for input processing and fifteen input subroutines.
eleven meteorology and dispersion subroutines and nine damage*

and 'results subroutines. A description'of each subroutine is
given below. The code itself contains ex. tensive comments to,

supply the user with sufficient information to read and work
with the program.

-

, , u

A.2.1 Program MAIN,sChp CHAC2 Code Controller
i

The MAIN routine cont'rols,the execution of the CRAC2 code
based upon the diro,etions af the user. This routine calls
subroutine INPUT to process th? set of data that defines the
problem to be solved. MAIN determines how many. sets of results
and/or meteorological sequences have been apycified for this
rtudy and calls subroutine SITE to load the desired meteorolo-
gical and site dat'a. The control routine caLis,a, sequence of
routines for the computation of each m[teorologicd1 sequence.

y
- '.s

1. Subroutine SPADAT - Calcul'ates the meteorological
conditiods ,for each spatial Lqle'r va l .

2. Subroutine DISP. - Calculates the dispersion parameters
at the midpoln't of eachtspatial interval.

3. Subroutine ACTIVES # Cciculatha'the' air and ground
concentration of th's radionuclides 63.the midpoint of
each spatial intkiva'1.

,7 'N
4. Subroutine DAMAGE Malcu1(les the heal \ h ef f ects and

property damage for all st.3tial intervals and popula-
b. ' tion sectors. y'

'
V

When all of the meteorological siqatnces for a specific problem
have been processed, the entry point FSUM in subroutine STORE
or FSUMOPT in subroutine STOROPT is called to compute the final's s

summaries. MAIN controls the entire sequence of computations
.

until all problems defined by the ucer have been completed.
'

.
The flow of the CRAC2 control program i'd. given in Figure A-2.

,

i
A.2.2 Subroutine INPUT, the Input controller,

'
,

.' Subroutine INPUT controls the input processing for CRAC2.,

The routine reads and prints the title card and processes the
- subgroup header card. For each subgroup header card read, it

then calls the appropriate subroutine to process the corres-
\ ponding subgroup of dataa. Table A-1 gives a brief description.

'

-N .g,

* See Chapter 2 of the CRAC2 Computer Code Userka Guide,' *

'
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of the fifteen input subroutines that can be called by INPUT.
f .' INPUT also controls the files which maintain and reinitialize r

I l the reference data after each problem case. When a group of |
| data _is modified, the reference data being changed is stored on . ,

]- file NAT. With.the completion of a problem case, the reference ;

j idata on file NAT is reinitialized and another problem case can
'

1 beJperformed. Subroutine INPUT functions in one of three *.

'

modes: read in the reference case (IREST = -1); store the e

i' . reference data and read in the. modified data (IREST = 0); or !

: restore the-reference case data (IREST = 1). INPUT also !
'

! terminates the execution of the program when all of the problem
j. cases for this execution of CRAC2 are complete. All of the
i- input subroutines shown in Table A-1 follow essentially the '

i following processing scheme. When the reference case is to be
input. IREST = -1, and the routines read in the appropriate'

>

data. When a data subgroup is to be modified, IREST = 0, and
the routines write out whatever data.is found in the data arrays -

to the NAT file and then read in the modification data over the
i existing arrays. When the reference case is being reinitial-
| ized. IREST = 1, and the routines read whatever data as been
{ written to the NAT file. ,

!
j! A.2.3 Subroutine SITE, the Accident Site Data Processor *

Subroutine SITE is responsible for reading the site char-
.

I acteristic weather data from the meteorological data file and
the population and topographical data from the site data file.:

! These data sources are read only as they are requested by the
i user in'the input data from the input subgroups. If the. user- |
| has requested the importance sampling technique (ISTART = 5 in
1 the SITE subgroup data) to select the meteorological trials,

subroutine SITE calls the BINMET subroutine which sorts the
meteorological data into the 29 weather categories provided by ;

the CRAC2 model.
|

A.2.4 Subroutine BINMET, the Meteorological Data Sorter
;

Subroutine BINMET sorts the full year of meteorological
data representing the site into 29 weather categories (also *

called bins) selected for the CRAC2 model.. Each weather !
sequence is examined to determine (1) the first' occurrence of
rain'within 30 miles of the site, (2) the first occurrence of a
wind speed slow down within 30 miles-of the site, or.(3) the!y _

stability and wind speed at the start of the sequence. The-

| first of'these' conditions ~that'is satisfied by the sequence

! determines the weather' category to.which it is, assigned. ' Ta bles '

| are> constructed of the weather category. frequencies'and the bin
L assignmentLof'each weather sequence. ;This information is used >

* '

i by'the importance sampling algorithm. A summary of the meteor-
I ological data, including two tables of the' meteorological bin ~
I' statistics derived from the data, are printed by BINNET.- .

!

!
4;
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" .lable A-1.N,bESCRIPTION OP INPUT SL'BROUTINES
'* f + .T 3

'

s
,' ,v

4
'

\i
'

< 4
'

; g
\

Input. Data ?
iSobr9uti&g_gt3g _Subarcar subroutine Function ~ . Input Data -

5$3) routine Name Suboroup
i

_. ,,,__,$JhtyMtine F9nction '

, , .
2". SPAT \ SPATIAL Specifies the radii of sanular

'
. , -

.** s ' g. EVACU EVACUATE 3pecifies the ehergency. g., spatial intervals around the accident( -
,

site. protecti's actio( paigyeters.
_.,

+w.
1

, (k
.

2. Sl? SITE Specities the site identification
_

10. . ACUTE ACUTE Sp*cifies the acute ef f ects due.m
'

'

information. the'perameters'tha; 4,to early errosure to the
'

define the meteorological sampling .redioactive cloud that are to be
%,at hod . the source of the studied and the pupporting
*ae'eorological data, and the number X, dose-mortality and injury data .+
of meteorological trials to be for each organ. N' ' '

sampled. The sources of the 11. LATE LATENT Speelfles the latent effects due "

, %-

S- papulation and topographical data for't N[ JN ,* the site are also defined. to early and shrcate esposure
g \'

,

_ EC9NONIC Speelfles cost data for computation. supporting esn-res ecnversten
that are to yt studied and the

'@' ECON &T,

37 - '

of economic effects. factors and the choice of latentL
N,,. POPUb4710N

Specifies population optior. swtich 12. CHRON CliRONIC Specifies the data used in
4. POPU

' %. .
effects model.3 >

U# '
ands che population sectoes to bex[4q, computing radiation doses (reeprocessed. Options tee 'A
population for eerb patial interval chronic exposure and the'A

~s"' ' within the is sectors arcrai the site protective action measures
.

s
1 may be defined. appropriate to the level of

chronic exposure.
h. TOPC _TOPOCMAPHT Specifies the state code and land 13. SCALE SCALE Specifies the consequencefractica data for each spatial~# interval within the 16 secters aroJnd magnitude scallag values for

i

: '
-

tabulating the complementary. I the site.
' Lumulative distributions of the

E. 'ISofor ISOTOPE Specifies the inventory of isotopes final results. +

i
.

'
and associated parameters. 14. RESIN msSULTS

'N
, *- ,

Specifica the_rtlease identification.
.

Epecifies the final results fori
'T, LEAKAC * LEAKAGE which mean, vafiance and

~

complementary esm11ativethe associated release parameters.
dist1%butiens are to be computed, " and the fraction of the total core ,

*
inventory which is released for each anS printed. N

i *
' ' isotope leakage group. '

15. OPT 'Of710NS Specifies the print options for
, i ..S. DISOFT . DISPERSION Specifies the teactot building detailed output for each

dimensions and the special wate and t meteorological trial and the
rain depletion options, switches that control the latent

and chronic calculations and
leakage probability normalization.,

-



A.2.5 Subroutine RANBIN, the Lstin Hypercube Initializer

The RANBIN subroutine selects the initial weather sequence
sampled from each of the 29 weather categories. The selection .

is made using the Latin hypercube selection criteria. Latin
hypercube sampling is used to assure random samples selected
from evenly spaced sets within each bin. .

A.2.6 Subroutine SPADAT, the Routine to Set Spatial Meteorology

Subroutine SPADAT takes the start time (month, day, and
hour) of a given weather sequence and prepares the stability,
wind speed and precipitation data based upon the initial and
subsequent hourly meteorological conditions. The routine
determines the season for this start time. It then stores the
proper directional probabilities and the stable and unstable
mixing heights'for each season. SPADAT assigns a sequence of
hourly meteorological data to the spatial intervals by calcu-
lating hourly travel distances based upon wind speed. The -

stability, wind speed and precipitation indicator are assigned
to all of those intervals which are covered by the cloud for
this hour. If the wind speed for this hour is not sufficient
to fully traverse an interval, SPADAT determines the number of
hours required for the wind speeds to cover the interval and
averages the stability, wind speed and time of precipitation for
all of the hours. It then assigns these averaged values to the
interval. Months, days, and hours are incremented when neces-
sary by subroutine INCTIM.

A.2.7 Subroutine TIMES, the Generator of Stratified Random
Times

This subroutine calculates (24).N stratified random start
times. The stratification scheme selects N random day times and
N random night times from each month.

A.2.8 Subroutine RANDU, the Random Number Generator

RANDU chooses a random number'between-0 and 1 for use in
computing random start times. e

l
A.2.9 Subroutine TIMES 2, the Generator of Randon Times,

.This subroutine chooses a random start time for the year
by selecting a random month, a random day, and a random hour.

A.2.10 Subroutine EXTRCT, the Meteorological Data Extractor

*

This subroutine. extracts the rain, stability and windspeed.
data for one-hour.from the meteorological data supplied for the
start code, ISTART.= 4.- lit then computes the distance traveled .,

by the cloud for the hour.

,

A-8
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A.2.ll Subroutine INCTIM, the Time Incrementing Routine

This routine increments the hour, day and month counters
whenever required.

,

A.2.12 Subroutine DISP, the CRAC2 Dispersion Model

.

The purpose of subroutine DISP is to compute the atmos-
pheric dispersion of the released cloud of radioactive material
using the Pasquill-Gifford parameterization of the Gaussian
transport model. The routine is leakage independent and there-
fore is exercised only once for each set of meteorological
conditions processed. DISP is called by the control program one
time for each meteorological sequence. Figure A-3 shows the
flow of the routine.

When it is desired to completely deposit the remnant of the
radioactive cloud in the last interval, the option LIRAIN = 34

'

'

is used. The last spatial interval is then enlarged to cover
an area out to 2000 miles and rain is forced to fall at the rate
of .5 mm/hr over the entire interval.

Each spatial interval has a stability, wind speed and rain
rate assigned to it in subroutine SPADAT. The stability and
wind speed determine the meteorological forces that will act to
disperse the cloud. The lateral diffusion is determined by

I

computing a oy spread based upon the Martin and Tikvart
power law relations of the Pasquill-Gifford curves. The verti-

is based on a treatment bycal dispersion calculation of oz
Turner.

An option is available to reset the values of oy and
z if the building wake is to dominate the plume. Once thea

values of oy and og at the midpoint of an interval are
known, an initial value of 1/x is calculated. Since the cloud
timing to the interval midpoint is available, the exponential
isotopic decay constant in the interval for each radionuclide
is also computed.

A.2.13 Subroutine ACTIVE, the CRAC2 Activity Model

The principal functions of the subroutine ACTIVE are to
3compute the air concentration (Ci-sec/m ) and ground concen-

2tration (Ci/m ) for each radionuclide at every spatial
interval. The control program calls ACTIVE one time for each
meteorological sequence. Subroutine ACTIVE incorporates the
accident dependent leakage parameters into the calculation for
each of the leakage categories defined in the data input.
Figure A-4 shows the flow of the routine.-

Heat released at the time of the accident lifts the plume
of radioactive material off the ground. This plume rise term*

A-9
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is incorporated into the model by computing a new centerline
release height. Brigg's-plume rise formulations are incorpo-
rated for this purpose. In addition ACTIVE computes the |

initial radionuclide decay including daughter buildup from core |.

!- shutdown to release to the environment. I

The calculations performed by ACTIVE are done for each
. .

spatial interval. The centerline height, h, is computed at the-

midpoint of each spatial. interval as a function of the release
; height and the plume rise. The exponential term in the Gaussian

expreusion'for ground level concentration EXPON, is computed,+

as well as the effective cloud height, EFHGHT.
,

|
The value of x over Q, CHIQ, is computed as the quotient '

: of EXPON and the concentration value generated in the subroutine
! DISP, modified to reflect the expansion factor associated with

the release duration.
,

4-

| The computation from CHIQ of the air and ground concentra-
tions of each radionuclide in the interval considers the amount
of radioactive material released into the atmosphere in the,

! accident, the decay and daughter buildup of the radionuclides,
and the depletion resulting from dry and wet deposition. These

! air and ground concentrations are computed at the midpoint of
the spatial interval and apply uniformly to the entire area

| which was covered by the radioactive cloud in the spatial
j interval.

A.2.14 Health Effects and Property-Damage Routines

The DAMAGE subroutine controls and performs the health
-

effects and property damage calculations. The DAMAGE routine
is called by the main program one time for each meteorological,

sequence. Figure A-5 shows the flow within the DAMAGE
~

subroutine.

DAMAGE first assigns the dollar costs of evacuation for
each of three evacuation cost models. In the first model no.

: evacuation takes place. In the second model, all people in a
circular area surrounding the site are evacuated. The radius
of the circle corresponds to the maximum evacuation distance.
In the third model, a circular area around the site is evacuated.
together with an are that is centered on the prevailing windt

L direction that extends beyond the circular area. The user must
specify the radius'.of the circle and of the arc as well as the.
arc width. Costs are calculated based on the number =of: people
evacuated by the respective model.

ne accident' leakage categories are each processed in the-
'

i order in which they are defined by the leakage subgroup data.
The applicable evacuation cost'for the_ leakage categoryLis

_,

assigned as determined by the parameters of the leakage

!
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category that is being processed. When the warning time is 0,
the first model is used, when the duration of release is greater
than EVCOST(4), the second cost model is used; for all other
situations the keyhole evacuation cost model is utilized.

,

The spatial intervals are used as the basis for the health
effects and property damage calculation. Subroutines DISP and.

ACTIVE have previously computed the air concentrations (Ci-sec/m3)
2and ground concentrations (Ci/m ) of radioactive material, the

area covered by the material, and the cloud duration at each
interval. To evaluate the consequences of an accident, DAMAGE
processes each spatial interval through (1) an evacuation model:
(2) an acute, latent and chronic dose and dose effects model;
and (3) a property damage model. A complete set of consequences
is computed for each spatial distance from the reactor.

Two options are provided to treat the evacuation of people
to mitigate the early exposure of individuals to the radioactive
materials released by the reactor accident. The first evacua-
tion option was utilized in the Reactor Safety Study and is
based on a constant effective evacuation velocity. For those
intervals being evacuated, e.g., those intervals within the
maximum evacuation distance, the routine calculates the distance
required for the cloud to catch the people. The second evacua-
tion option is also based on a constant evacuation velocity.
Option two, however, incorporates a delay time before public
movement, followed by evacuation radially away from the reactor
at constant speed. In addition to the maximum evacuation
distance, both tne assumed delay time and evacuation speed are
required as input to the model. Different shielding factors and
breathing rates are used while persons are stationary (before
evacuation) or in transit (during evacuation). All persons
within the designated evacuation area move as a group with the
same delay time and evacuation speed.

Both' evacuation options provide for sheltering outside of
the designated evdcuation area. No emergency action occurs
outside the sheltering radius. However, shielding factors and
breathing rates are defined separately for people who are in the
sheltering and no emergency action areas. The sheltering radius
must be specified with the input date for the evacuation model.

For both of the evacuation options, the people within the
non-evacuating intervals are assumed to remain at their respec-
tive locations for either 24 hours, 24(EXPD) hours or for seven
days. In the seven day relocation option, if the seven day dose
approaches lethal levels, i.e., a dose to the bone marrow
exceeding 200 rem, it is assumed that immediate detection will
be made and the people will be relocated after a 24-hour expo-*

sure. In the 24 hour or 24(EXPD) hour relocation options, the
people will always be relocated after the specified 24 hour or

'

24(EXPD) hour exposure. An exponential interpolation between

A-11
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the 8 hour dose and the 7-day dose is performed to calculate
-this 24 hour or 24(EXPD) hour dose.

The cloud gamma ray shine factor calculations are performed -

in routines SHINCF and POL 2, This cloud gamma ray shine factor
is calculated by a two variable interpolation of the cloud
centerline height and vertical standard deviation, a '

z-

The dose and health effects from the early exposure to the
cloud are computed next. Early exposure.is defined as the
exposure from the passing radioactive cloud and from the imme-
diate ground contamination. The passing cloud exposure mani-
fests itself as the dose from the inhalation of the radioactive
material and from the cloud gamma ray shine. The immediate
ground exposure is based upon an integrated exposure time either
during the emergency evacuation or during the relocation phase
of the damage calculation.

Subroutine EARLY is utilized to compute these early doses.
Figure A-6 shows the flow within this routine. In addition,
this subroutine calculates both the acute and latent effects
from this early dose. Calculations are performed on the basis
of individual spatial intervals.

Subroutine EARLY first calculates the acute effects from
the early exposure. For every organ considered, the routine
accumulates.the dose from each radionuclide. The three exposure
paths, cloud shine, inhalation, and ground exposure, are calcu-
lated separately and are summed together for the total dose to
the organ. Figure A-7 shows a graphic presentation of the
modeling of dose with distance from the accident. The dose is
represented by a uniform trapezoidal volume for each spatial
interval.

Acute dose effects are calculated utilizing a three segment
linear interpolation of the dose response curves. Acute effects
are the fatalities and injuries which manifest themselves.in
less than one year after exposure. The calculation of acute
effects is ~ performed on an individual organ basis so that the
specific cause of the early' effects can be determined. The
-routine generates a probability.of acute effect which in turn
is accumulated over all organs for this spatial interval. The
accumulation process assumes that-those people not fatally
injured by a previous organ are available to.La fatally injured
by the next organ.- Therefore, a person can only be a fatality
one time, by one organ. Synergistic; effects between: organs are
ignored.

~The'EARLY subroutine also evaluates the latent.(long-term)
effects from the early exposure when the.LAT2 entry. point.is
called. -The calculation is again performed on.an organ by' organ .

. basis. Organs subject to' latent effects are not necessarily

A- 12
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the same as those subject to acute effects. The cloud gamma ray

shine and early external ground exposures are accumulated for
all isotopes. These exposure modes are one-time (essentially
instantaneous) doses. The inhalation dose, on the other hand.

is accumulated over the life of the individual. The code cal-'

culates the inhalation dose for 10 time periods (0-1, 1-10,
11-20, 21-30, 31-40, 41-50, 51-60, 61-70, 71-00 and >80 years).
A dose conversion factor for each time period up to 50 years is.

stored and utilized in the effects calculation. For those time
periods greater than 50 years, the 41-50 year dose conversion
factor is used. If the central estimate of latent dose effects
is to be modeled, the integrated dose within 1 year is modified
for the specific organ and then compared against a threshold
value. A central estimate factor is then applied if the dose
is sufficiently low. The total cases per person for each time
period and the summation of cases per person over all time
periods is saved for each organ. The total dose effect is
computed for all of the organs except for whole body.

The thyroid organ is treated somewhat differently from the
rest of the organs. Three categories of dose are computed, the
Iodine-131 inhalation dose, the dose from all other iodines, and
the dose from all other nuclides. The total thyroid dose is the
sum of the three categories. If the total thyroid dose is less
than 1500 rem, the total number of thyroid nedules is equal to
the effective early exposure dose times the dose conversion
factor. If the total thyroid dose is between 1500 and 5000 rem,
the total number of nodules predicted using the dose conversion
factor is reduced by 50%. If the total thyroid dose is above
5000 rem, there will be no nodules: thyroid ablation occurs
instead.

The chronic exposure calculation is done in subroutine
CHRONX. The calculation is performed on an individual spatial
mesh, utilizing the non-evacuating ground concentrations.
Subroutine CHRONX determines the appropriate measures to be
taken for the given amount of ground contamination. The action
measures include milk or crop disposal, land decontamination
and/or total land interdiction. CHRONX also calculates the dose
received from any low level radiation that people are exposed
to for long periods of time. Chronic doses are calculated from
ground gamma ray shine and from inhalation due to the'resuspen-
sion and ingestion of radionuclides. CHRONX calculates the
chronic doses utilizing the total dose commitment model.
Figure A-8 shows the flow for the CHRONX routine. The routine
works with groups of isotopes which have been determined to be
critical for a given exposure mode. It first calculates the
ratio of actual activity to allowable activity for the inter-
diction criterion. If this ratio is greater than one, the land*

must be either decontaminated or interdicted. The routine next
determines if, after a 30 year period, the radiation levels have
decayed sufficiently to allow people to return. If the people~

can return, the total time for the land interdiction is
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determined by interpolating between the 30 year and 2 year
dose levels. When the ratio of actual activity to allowable
activity is greater than 20 and the total time for inter-
diction is greater than 30 years, the land will then be perma- .

nently interdicted. Permanent interdiction means the government
must take over ownership of the land and ensure that the arca
is guarded. The factor of 20 represents the maximum decontami- -

nation that could be realistically accomplished. If the ratio
is less than a factor of 20, the land will be decontaminated and
the people will be allowed to return after the land is made
habitable. If the ratio after 30 years is greater than 20 but
the total time for radiation levcis to get to the acceptable
levels is less than 30 years, an interdiction time with decon-
tamination is computed.

For those intervals where total interdiction is not
required, the CHRONX routine calculates the expected doses the
people will receive from each of the applicable pathways. The
first pathway is the external irradiation dose commitment. This
is calculated for each of the time periods associated with the
latent effects. The inhalation dose commitment from resuspen-
sion is also calculated for each time period. Crops, dairy
products and milk will automatically be destroyed if the ratio
of actual to allowable dose commitment is greater than one. If
the dose via ingestion of crops and/or milk is deemed to be
greater than acceptable, the crops and/or milk will be de-
stroyed. Thus, CHRONX determines the action required for a
given amount of activity. This action can either (1) destroy
only the milk: (2) destroy only the crops: (3) destroy both the
milk and crops: (4) decontaminate the land, and/or interdict it
for a relatively short period of time: (5) interdict the land
for a minimum 30 years or (6) do nothing. If the crops, dairy
products and milk do not have to be destroyed, the dose from the
ingestion of these will be calculated. The final computation
determines the dose commitment via the plant root uptake and
ingestion.

The model assumes that doses, health effects, and measures
of property damage are uniform over the entire contaminated area
within the spatial interval. This contaminated area within the
spatial interval is defined by the spatial radii and three sigma
lateral spread of the cloud times the expansion factor (see
Figure A-7).

The population and total dollar values are factored into
the calculation for each 22 1/20 sector. The ratio of the
cloud coverage to the sector angle is computed and a determina-
tien of the number and fraction of sectors involved is obtained.

.

The cloud path is then rotated through all of the sectors (16)
for this spatial interval. This calculation enables the utili-

| 2ation of the dose, health effects and property damage measure .

! for the incorporation of population densities and dollar values
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for all directions about the reactor with an appropriate proba-
bility of wind direction factored into the final result.

The economic costs associated with property damage are the
final consequences calculated by the DAMAGE subroutine. PRPDAM.

is called once for each spatial interval to calculate the
economic damage caused by the accident. Figure A-9 shows the

.

flow of PRPDAM. For the spatial interval and sector, PRPDAM
identifies the state code, population affected, farm land
affected, the annual production (per acre) of farm products for
the state, annual production (per acre) of dairy products for
the state, and the annual production (per acre) of non-dairy
products for the state.

The costs for the disposal of milk depend on the annual
milk production and the total period of milk disposal. Crop

disposal costs are based on disposal of the annual crop produc-
tion. The milk and crop disposal costs are assumed to be zero
for accidents not occurring within the growing season. The
costs for decontamination of land areas are based on disposal
of the annual milk and crop production, plus land and property
decontamination costs for residential, business, and public
areas and farm areas. Decontamination costs are computed by
multiplying the farm decontamination costs (per acre) by total
farm acreage and adding the residential, business, and public
property decontamination costs (per person) multiplied by the
total population involved. A maximum decontamination factor of
20 is used in determining if interdiction of land areas is
required. The costs of land interdiction include depreciation
of improvements (e.g., buildings, tangible wealth) during the
interdiction period with the assumption that some portion of the
initial value of land and buildings may be recovered at the
termination of the interdiction period. Present value dis-
counting is used to calculate t.e portion of the value of thes

area which may be recovered after the interdiction period is
completed. The depreciation of improvements accounts for the
loss of value due to lack of maintenance during the interdiction'

period. Improvements account for 70% of the initial value of
all residential, business, and public land areas, and 25% of the
initial value of all farm areas. Permanent population reloca-
tion costs are also added in those areas requiring land inter-
diction. These costs are computed by multiplying the number of
persons affected by the. relocation cost per person. In those
areas in which decontamination by the maximum factor (20) cannot
immediately reduce individual exposures to acceptable levels, a
calculation is performed in PRPDAM to determine if decontamina-
tion with interdiction is less costly than interdiction for a
longer period of time with no decontamination efforts. The
1 east costly option is selected for computing total accident*

costs.

.
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A set of ten costs are generated and returned to DAMAGE for
the evaluation of economic consequences: 1) evacuation cost:
2) cost of disposal of milk and crops; 3) decontamination costs:
4) land interdiction cost with decontamination: 5) relocation .

cost with decontamination: 6) land interdiction costs without i
decontamination: 7) relocation costs without decontamination: l

8) direct costs (agriculture and evacuation): 9) total costs .

with decontamination; 10) total costs without decontamination.
PHPDAM also determines the total number of people exposed
through crop and milk ingestion. These values are calculated
based upon crop and milk production and the consumption in
dollars per person. Finally, the health effects for each organ
and time period are computed, and the demographic data for the
site are factored into the results.

A.2.15 Subroutine STORE, the Routine to Process Standard
Results

STORE serves two functions in the CRAC2 code. The first
function is to save the standard results for each of the mete-
orological sequences. This is accomplished by a call to STORE
from subroutine DAMAGE. The second function of STORE is to
prepare the final printout of the standard results. This is
accomplished by a call to entry point FSUM from the MAIN
program. The subroutine computes the mean and variance over the
set of weather sequences for each of the named results. In
addition, FSUM saves the maximum value for each named result
together with the identification of the meteorological sequence
which produced it. FSUM also computes and prints the frequency
distribution of the final results by grouping them against the
magnitude bins constructed by the SCALE subroutine.

A.2.16 Subroutine STOROPT, the Routine to Process Special
Results

Subroutine STOROPT serves the same functions as STORE for
all of the special result options provided by CRAC2. The func-
tions of entry point FSUMOPT in STOROPT correspond to the func-
tions of the entry point FSUM in STORE for these same special
result options.

I
!
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Appendix B. Quick Reference to the CRAC2 Models

This appendix contains a set of four tables that outline the
CRAC2 models described in Section 3. These tables serve as quick

references to the models of the CRAC2 code. Table B1 is a sum-,

mary of these models in the same order as they are described in
Section 3. Table B2 is a summary of the importance sampling

.

method used to select meteorological sequences. Table B3 out-
lines the parameterization of the atmospheric dispersion model
and the parameter values that are normally utilized in the model.
Table B4 summarizes the dose-effect relationships that are used
in the CRAC2 health effects models.

,
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Table B1

Models Adopted for Use an the CSAC2 Code

.
.

1. Meteorological Sampling Schemes B. plume rise models

A. Bandom samplingh Eepirical model described by Briggs

NoteoroIogical sequences are selected by random chosce C. Plume depletion processes:
of starting hours. The weight of each meteorologacal
sequence is the reciprocal of the total number of Wet and dry deposition and radionuclide decay
sequences selected.

'

8. Stratified random sampling:
Source depletion model utalizing a nuctioe

Meteorological sequences are selected by random choice dependent, ennstant deposation velocaty
I'wath the starting hours stratafaed by day and naght .ind

by month. The weight of each meteorological sequence 2. Wet deposition models |
1s the reciprocal of the total number of sequences 1
selected. Washout model utilarang a washout coeffacient that .

as a function of raan rate and thermal stability I

C. Stratified samplang: !
'D. Busiding wake effects:

tD Meteorological sequences are selected cyclacally with
I the starting hours occuring every four days offset by Vartual source model
bJ thirteen hours. The weaght of each meteorological

sequence is the reciprocal of the total number of III. Dosametric Models (See Table B4) '

sequences selected.
A. Short term esposure pathways: |

D. Importance sampling'(See Table B2): 1

1. Internal radiation due to inhalation of meterial
Meteorological data are sorted into categories chosen (inhalation):
to represent the years weather data and to assure
representation of those weather sequences which can Dose models compatible with those of the ICDP-30
produce serious accident consequences. A number of
meteorologscal sequences are selected randomly from 2. External -radiation from the passing cloud
each category using the Latin hypercube selection (cloudshine):
algorithm. The weaght of each meteorological sequence
is the ratio of the number of items in the category to Semi-infinite cloud model with finite cloud

'the product of the number of items selected from the correction
category and the total number of weather sequences.

'

3. External y-radiation dose from deposited material
!!. Atmospheric Dispersion (See Table B3) (groundshine): Smooth infinate plane approssmation

A. Dispersion model B. Long term exposure pathways:

Straight-line Gaussian top hat plume model that treats 1. External s-radiation from deposated material.
a single reflection f rom the ground and utilizes tame
varying meteorological data. il Smooth infinite plane approntmation

ii) Weathering of deposited material accounted for
by use of a taee varyang factor based on
esperamental measurements for Cs-137

I
|
1

I

|
-

. . . .
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1atte B1 (continued)

2. Inhalation of material resuspended from the V. Health Effects Models

ground. Dose models compatible wath those of the
A. Organs consadered for health ampacts:.IcaP-30. ,

3. Ingestion of contaminated food stuffs. Dose models 1. Lung s

of crop and milk ingestion pathways resulting from
2. Total bone marrowthe direct deposition of Cs, Sr and 1 onto crops

and {he root uptake of Cs and Sr. 3. Skeletal bone

IV. Emergency Response
4. Total endosteal cells

A. Evacuation models: 5. Stomach wall

1. Constant effective evacuation speed model utilized
6. Small intestines and contentsin the NASM-1400 model
7. Upper large intestine wall

2. Constant evacuation speed model incor porating a
delay time befose public movement and detailed

8. Lower large intestine wall
tracking of evacuees

9. Thyroid
B. Sheltering model

10. Other tissuest tissues other than lungs, bone' All people living outside of the evacuation area and marrow, walls of the gastrointestinal tract, and
within the specified sheltering radius are sheltered thyroidgy using the applicable cloud and ground shieldsng tactors.

11. Whole body
| C. Belocation models
I 12. TestesAll people living outside the evacuation area are
| relocated. The user of the model must select the 13. Ovaries!

|
relocation option desired.

B. liealth effects normally considered
1. People in the non-evacuating intervals wi!! be

relocated at 7 days following deposition. If,
1. Early death due to irradiation ofhowever, the 7-day esternal total bone marrow

I groundshine dose approaches lethal levels (200 1) Total bone marrow
!

ren), relocation will occur at 24 hours.

til Lungs
2. People in the non.*vacuating intervals will be

relocated at 24 hears following deposition. iii) Lower large intestine well

, 3. People in the non-evacuating intervals will be
2. Early injuries by organ name and early effectsrelocated at the number of days following

| deposition specified by the user of the model.
, 1) Whole body - prodonal vomiting
j
i til Lungs - lung fibrosis
i
l 111) Lower large intestine wall - lower large
'

intestinal wall injury

tv) Thyroid - thryoid damage

- - - - _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ . _ _
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Table B1 (continued)
'

.

3. Fatal cancers by organ name and latent effect: VI. Economic Effects Models

il Total bone marrow - leukemia A. Cost of early mitigative actions - evacuations

The estimate of evacuation costs Is based on the numberill Lungs - Jung cancer of andavaduals evacuated multaplied by the average cost

lif) Other tissues - breast cancer
per evacuee.

iv) Skeletal bone - bone cancer B. Costs of long term mitigative actions

v) Lower large intestine wall - gastrointestinal These costs are dependent on the measures implemented
in each spataal interval. Six F.itigatsve measures and

track cancer their costs are considered in the economic model,

vi) Other tissues - other cancers 1. Land area interdiction followed by land and

4. Other latent effects by organ names property decontamination

DU 1) Thyroid - total thyroid cancerous and 2. Immediate decontaminat&on and inhabitation of area
I noncancerous nodules

-db 3. Milk and crop disposal

11) Whole body - total latent whole body cancers
4. Crop disposal

C. Dose ef fect relationship models:
5. Milk disposal

1. Early effects:
~'

Piecewise linear dose relationships with dose
thresholds below which no health ef f ects result

,

2. Late effects:

The pattern of appearance of late ef f ects f rom
early inhalation esposures takes into account agang
of the population.

1) The central estimate model - utilizes dose
effectaveness factors that reduce the

. effectiveness of low doses and low dose rates.

11) Alternative linear, no threshold model known
as the linear model.

,
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Table B2
.

Ingortance Sampling of meteorological Data
.

1. Categorizationhof Weteorological Data C. Initial stability /windspeed categories 3

The weather sequences that compr ise the metecrologacal data Weather sequences which are not assigned to the
are sorted into 23 weather sequence categornes consastan9 rannfall or windspeed slowdown categories are assigned
of 7 ratnf all categories. 5 wandspeed slowdown categories, to an initsal stability /windsFeed category in
and 17 initial stability /windspeed categories. accordance with the initial conditions of the beginning

of the weather sequenca.
A. Rainfall categories:

Identifying numbers Initial
Weather sequences in which rainfall begins within 30 of the snitial stability / Stability Windspeed
alles of the reactor site are assigned to the rannfa!! wandspeed categories (ms*I)
categories

11 A,B, and C 13
Identifying numbers Distance (milest from the 14 A, B and c *3

gg . of the rainf all reactor site of the first 35 D il

g categories occurrence of rainfall 16 D 1-2
17 D 2-3(n

1 0 18 D 3-5

2 0-5 39 D +5

3 5-30 20 E 51
4 10-15 21 E 3-2
5 15-20 22 E 2-3

6 20-25 21 E 3-5

7 25-30 24 E +5
25 E 11

s. Windepeed slowdown categories: 26 r 1-2
27 r 2-3

Weather sequences which are not assigned to the 28 r 3-5
rainfallcategorsesinwhichthereisanocjurrenceet 29 F +5

3es* to lessa windspeed slowdown from greater than
than 2 as*I within 30 miles of the reactor site are II. Number of Samples selected
assigned to the windepeed slowdown categories.

The user may specify the number of samples selected f rom
Identifying numbers Distance (milest from the each of the categories. For most applications the number
of the windspeed reactor sate to the first of samples selected from each category is 4.
slowdown categories slowdown an windspeed from

greater than 3 as*I to less III. Sampling Technique
than 2ss*I

The Latin hypercube sampling method is used to select
3 0-30 samples f rom each of the weather sequence categories.
g 10-15

le 15-20
11 20-25
12 25-30
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Tecte 34

Dese-effect pelationshy s used in Ctac2
seelWfTTHie EJiTo

111. retel concere
1. Early Death * !!. rativ In Srv**

a. as aheetete assa medel 6e used to casca to model f ate!a. Prodromen eemstings
a. Total bene marrows cancere. The e to 1 year gaat coeff aciente are

starte11ty incadent to the bene marrow dose Norbadity incident to RAe whole Dedy dose accumeleted applied te il ett chronic desee. 2) inhelettee deses

accumwaated free sahetetten na the first 7 days free inhaletten an the faret 2 days following the reconced within 1 year after the accident. 1) early

release, erne early groundenine and cloudenane, and groundshine and cloedentee deoes te estseese fatal
following the release, free early groundsanne end free 1/3 of any addsssenal inhalettee dese de11eered cancerSB
cleedename and f ree one-half of the anhaletten dose et any rate larger then 20 red per daysaccesulated between day 8 and day 10e

NDS * 11 red Daan Letent Cancer 0-1 vr 31st coeffnetent
LDS = 405 red ND 0 = 202 red

5 Total sene merrow Leonesta 2.ssala-S pes. -ree-1W 5LD 3 * S18 red mDes - 248 redi LD,3 ses sad Leag Leag 2.1 sala-S pereea-ree-1
Other steest 1.11s10*S perese-ree-1s3 B. Lung fibrests:

N 3. Langs steletal tone gene 1.11 18'S pereen-ree*1
sterbidity ancident to the long dose accumulated free LLI me11 Lower Large lateettne 1.49:10*5 pegees.,,e-1g Nortality tacadent to the long deae accumelated free inhalatsoa an the first year fellowing the release Other Othere 1.22s19'S persea-res*!

I inhalation am the first year fellowing the release and free early groundantae end ciendshanes whole Body shele Body 1.53sts-d per een-res*1
W end free early greendehane and cle=deelnes Whole Body Thyreld 2.14s10"d pereen-ree*!

nDs 1000 red
3. The f etal cancer model an CaeC2 utilises doseLD, . Tees red MDgg * 4420 red ef f ectleenese f acters that depend en the early decesLD 0 e 184e4 red5 Hogg = $440 redLDg3 * Ellet red

C. Lemer large latestina! wells C. Lower Serge antestaael well tejery Early Dese accumulated Deee sfiectaeenese
in ! Year Facter

seertelity incident to the lower large inteat taal we!! 9eerb&dity tachdent to the lower large intestines wall
dose accomutated free anholetten sa the Itest 7 days * 18 ree 2

dose accameleted free inneletten am the first 1 days fellewang release end free early groundshine end 18 to 300 see 4
tellowing the releaea and free early greendshine and * 148 res 1.g

cleedshin#I
cleedshimes

C. The age distrahet ten and life espectancy of the
mDS = 1980 redLDg e 215e sad mDgg = 111e red espose6 populettom represente the U.S. date for 1970.

Lage = 3sse red EDg5 * 2920 redLagg = 4454 red D. The fatet concer model reflecte e latency period
followed by e 18fetime 41e4 pisteos.

*3erly eastelittee by orgen free early deoes
LD s is the does which te lethen to sat of the espeeed eugerly aerbidities free early desseapapelassen. The thee eslees shews reflect the eelmee to the dose which predeces serbidttles in sat of themDggestaa!!y ut!!4eed la CahC3. espeeed pepeletten. The eelves of AD s shown reflect the

eetmee meses!!y st& tar *4 la ChaC2.
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